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Introduction
As we go to press with the fifteenth installment of The Yalobusha Review,
we here in Oxford, Mississippi, and at this University are grieving over the
loss of resident genius, professor, and godfather of the creative writing
program, Barry Hannah. The timing is also strange since, just three days
after Barry’s passing, the Oxford Conference for the Book will honor his
work. This journal, like the entire literary world, has lost part of its family.
Eight years ago, Barry wrote an introduction to The Yalobusha Review. It’s
lively, visceral, and insightful as one would expect, and he asserts his hopes
for this journal in the process:

I never understood why this review was named for the county just below us,
which holds Water Valley and Enid Reservoir, but I'd guess it was for the
remaining world-record White Crappie taken by some shocked cracker decades ago.
And the expression on his / her / black / white, man / woman or child’s face.
The last expression was the PC rot I hope the review eschews entirely.
Writing should clear the head of this cancerous manure. I despise gender and
queer
ories, of course, also, as is well known. Few even from the best
universities’ grad schools know how to read any more, or teach any more either.
Their writing is unmanly and unwomanly. Academic prose in America, copied
directly from French philosophy, is at its all-time scandalous worst. There are but
a handful ofgood plainspoken critics left, no Wilsons or Kazans. The
Yalobusha, I pray, will help bring back hard-edged good speech. If it is
simpering poems and stories of 'realistic' domestic strife again (oh no!) I would
be too sad. But I have trust in my students and colleagues to make us shine.
Like you maybe, 9/11 really crashed me creatively for months. That and of
course my endearing drug habit in eternal therapy. But good writing, with
bigger sadness and different kinds of happiness, is quite possible after the wars.
The First Amendment itself in the hands of the worthy artist is like owning his
own god. I look for the writing to bring back joy, and I intend to join in the
hunt for the killers of our joy in Our World. You know it is The Crusades again,
with Science Fiction joined in.
Yet even atheists believe in freedom of speech as immense power. and we
believe s know the gospels as the freest speech ever. Where better to free-out, open, and make beautiful what we can ("Yes, Brighten the Corner Where You
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Live!") than in the precincts of Faulkner, who wrote AS I LAY DYING (just
about my own favorite novel ever) on notebook, with a pencil, on the back of a
wheelbarrow, in the power plant - when he wasn’t shoveling coal in. The power
plant sits about 300 yards from The Yalobusha's office. Faulkner wrote this
classic in eight weeks, about half the time I give my writing students to come up
with four brief stories of any thrill whatsoever. About two out of fifteen of my
students are geniuses. To genius must be hugely added work, of course.
Writing is not considered 'sexy' as it used to be when I was in school in the
sixties. You could get a date with a beautiful woman just by writing one obscure
beatnik poem in the literary magazine. This I pursued but in those days of the
cave, you were supposed to marry them. The Yalobusha as chick or hunk magnet
must succeed, or it will be just like the rest of the rags. Yes, we must revive
literary romance.

Barry urged us, years before Justin Timberlake did, to bring sexy back,
which is a reminder that the arts are a source of pleasure and a playground
for desire. This issue celebrates great art, fiction, poetry, nonfiction, and
conversation. Also, this issue of The YR celebrates two writers who lived
among us, wrote among us, drank with us, taught us, and continue to
influence us - Larry Brown and Barry Hannah. The final piece in this issue is
a reprint of “Passion to Brilliance,” a nonfiction piece Barry wrote for The
YR in 2006 following Larry Brown’s death. As much as the piece is about
Larry, the piece is about an important relationship between geniuses - both
of whom generously contributed to and supported this magazine.
So, dear reader, be forewarned and read with protection. Our intentions
are clear: this chick / hunk magnet of a review wants to seduce you.
-

Douglas Ray, Senior Editor
Oxford, Mississippi
March 2010

► 8
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Mark Jay Brewin, Jr.

Winner of the 2010
Yellowwood Poetry Prize
Judged by Beth Ann ennelly

Our Lady of Mount Carmel
—for Pop Peanuts
Under the soggy shell of my great-grandfather’s skin, muscles
sour and nerves unlink like the backyard swing’s chain.
He chaperones me on the first floor of his redbrick on odd
Saturdays when my grandmother and mother have their nails

filed and colored. An ill babysitter: his legs are petrified, his hands
are near-useless. His wheelchair tows a bladder of tubes and plastic.

I smack the catheter as if it was a watery punching bag and sing
with the clatter of loose boards below the rolling tire tread.
During these visits, he asks if I want to play parent and has me
wipe out ashtrays, boost him up plywood ramps, and switch channels.
He chatters about his butcher shop or how he kept the porch
flowerbox while I tear open wrappers and feed him candy.
Sleeper sofa unfolded year-round in the den, I wonder out loud
how come he gets to camp out each night by the turn-dial Television.

He recalls a church festival rather than answering
Our Lady of Mount Carmel, my great-grandfather is remembering

9 ■
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blessings and safe passage you once bestowed immigrants
en route to blueberry orchards, how their small lawn procession

became a city parade and fair. A throng of kneelers at candled shrines.
A week of cooked sausage grease dripping from sandwich buns,
funhouses and carnival rides sticky from spilled
A feast day
of hangovers and sanctified rosaries for sale. Holy Mother, please

wheel him one last time between the pastry vendors and Sons of Italy
clambake stand, into St. Joseph’s Parish to your painted image.
Let him pray for another chance to weed his tomato garden.
Let him have his funnel cake supper, a paper plate of long hot peppers.

Virgin Mary, tame his wild bed of morning glories
the pump spigot.
Carry his brittle husk upstairs to a bed where he hasn’t slept in years.

► 10
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Derek Mong

Runner-up for the 2010
Yellowwood Poetry Prize
Thanatology
insists on gripping death
like a semantic
wishbone, then bending our end word till its great
beyond (to be
dead) splits from those nearly gone
(the long dying) and a space pervades, which we
slip questions through
and listen for an echo:
must the body (call it x) sustain a brain
stem (that’s y)
or can the two die mutually
exclusive? Does x mark where our being stops?
Do we hope our ys
repot like exotic
flowers? Meanwhile our hands retie death's double
meaning. This word’s nothing if not metaphor—
say death and bleed
two opposites together:
sayonara meets silent night, our big sleep’s
swept up in swan song.
Scientists like limits
well-defined, and their lives are spent listening
to patients edge them. But who’s felt
a pulse fade
like a smoldered cigarette, or just slipped out
side, smoked one quick,
and missed a loved one’s drifting?
Cold as the stethoscope’s probe, much as it hears
inside, our bodies spend lifetimes
learning their
erasing game. You’re never going to catch them.
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Dimetra Makris

Winner of the 2010 Barry Hannah
Fiction Prize
Judged by Jack Pendarvis
The Man Who Loved His Refrigerator
One
Donald walked out on his wife, the dogs, the Garland stove, the
1927 Art couch, the $500 Italian telephone, the signed Lichtenstein poster,
and dozens of special belongings he had chosen. The most important one
was his refrigerator. Although only his wife cooked, he considered the
refrigerator HIS, and it had taken him forever to choose just the right one.
During those months, the two of them had eaten in restaurants,
although his wife kept complaining about the cost. When finances were
really tight, she traded a piece of her artwork for a month’s supply of dinners.
they resorted to filling an ice chest with ice and keeping perishables in
there. After six months of indecision, Donald’s wife began to lose it. At
first, she would scream every time he walked in the door. After that, he
would be greeted by flying missiles—the watering can or the dogs’ dishes
were some of her favorite weapons.
At last he found it. Not because of anything his wife had said or done,
but simply because he had researched every single refrigerator. When it
finally arrived, it stood in the middle of the loft because he couldn’t decide
on
the right place for it. Day after day, the 8.5-foot
flat stainless
steel appliance stood in the way of daily living. For six months, the
refrigerator remained unplaced. Eventually a specific spot was decided upon,
and everything in the kitchen worked in around it.
Donald thought their lives were now complete. They were always invited
to openings and dinner parties. Most galleries didn’t
kitchens or
refrigerators, but whenever they went to a home, Donald always found
excuse to look at and in the host’s refrigerator. Sometimes he would spend
all evening next to the prized appliance, reminding himself that he had a
better model.
After he left his wife, she went to court to get a divorce. Before that
Donald had managed to retrieve the $500 telephone. His wife changed the
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locks immediately.
The judge wasn’t sympathetic to Donald’s plea for custody of the
refrigerator but agreed that they could divide furniture and other possessions
they had purchased together. Thus he got the Deco couch. In desperation,
Donald requested visitation rights to the refrigerator, but the look that the
judge gave him was indescribable, and he heard his wife trying to suppress
her giggles behind him.
After the divorce, Donald came up with an incredible array of excuses to
visit his ex-wife. It was always the
She was now creating collages, and
their exchanges were limited. She knew why he was there and would tolerate
it so that she could get on with her work. The dogs acted as if he were a
stranger, one they were not interested in.
Last week, things changed forever for Donald. As he was crossing the
street to the loft, thinking up another reason to visit his refrigerator, he saw it
lying on its side on the sidewalk near the curb. At first he couldn’t believe it.
How could HIS refrigerator
homeless on the streets of New York?
The door had been removed per the law. He looked at it sadly. As he
bent down and ran his hand along the edge of steel, he remembered that his
wife had been talking about the cost of the last several repairs. She had
complained that parts were unavailable and the freezer couldn’t be fixed. But
she didn’t have to do this. Anger replaced shock, and finally a terrible grief
took over as Donald carefully removed the wire shelves, the vegetable
drawers, the egg holder, the cheese compartment, and the butter dish. He
put them aside. When he finished, he crawled inside.
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Emma Bolden

Cradle and All
In the shoe store’s corner stood a glass case, a hen inside perched plastic
above her nest of eggs. When
a quarter, she spun three times, sang here
we go 'round the mulberry bush the mulberry bush the mulberry bush. When fed
a quarter, she let loose
egg which hatched in my small hands to a toy this
is the
we wash our clothes wash our clothes wash our clothes. Sometimes a
clear jewel perched on a plastic ring, sometimes a red truck meant for
another’s palm this is the way we mend our clothes mend our clothes mend our
clothes. Once the egg held nothing, held blank. The hen kept my quarter,
her plastic eyes staring this is the way we mend our clothes, so early in the
morning.
My friends’ homes
built for children. There are pink-curtained
windows which stand above cribs, locks double- and triple-locked. There is
carpeting to
kind to small feet and kinder to the small knees which so
often fold into falling. There are bedrooms which neck into smaller
bedrooms. There are half-emptied cans of pink and blue paint, kept in the
basement just in case. There are doors propped open so sound
sound
through the house. There are intercoms, monitors. There
buttons to
press in emergency, plastic ties tying cabinets to keep those buttons
unpushed.
*****

A woman's body is built to house babies. A woman’s body is made for
holding. See the uterus, here, unfertilized, waiting. See the
shaped like a
pear, its four parts: the fundus, the corpus, the cervix, the internal os. Each part
is built to play a role. Each part plays its role in childbearing, in birth. See the
uterus, here, centimeters in diameter. Waiting. Most of its time s spent
waiting. Think of the uterus as a bag that expands. Think of the uterus as a
bag waiting to be filled. There the fetus sits and grows, and the uterus grows
with it, holds it.
When the tumor appears on the screen, it looks like the top of an
overturned cup. I imagine the hollow, the empty inside
When the tumor
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appears on the screen, it shifts slightly, or the picture of it does, as the nurse
shifts the wand to get a better look. Her lips are locked. She is not smiling.
She asks is this what I was expected to find. When the tumor appears, it shifts
a little, or it seems to, or the picture of it does, the way a child would shift,
stretching limbs in its mother.
The man I’m falling in love with calls me, and I let the phone let out its
full set of cries. The man I’m falling in love with calls me while, in another
city, his child waits to be born. The man I’m falling in
with calls me. In
the white sea of her bed, his ex-girlfriend floats, and inside floats his child,
accidental but happy, content with waiting to be born. The man I’m falling
in love with calls me while, in the white sea of her bed, she feels his child
shift inside of her, testing his new limbs, his still-unformed hands.

When I ask the doctor, he will not say impossible. He will say improbable.
By this he means not very likely. When I ask the doctor, he laughs. He says I
don’t know, what's your husband’s sperm count? I tell him I don’t have a
husband. He laughs. He tells me I know. By this he means you’re not
married, why ask me? He will not say impossible. He will say not very likely.
He will say sooner rather than
By this he means why did
even ask
me? He will say not probable. He will say difficult to hold, if conceived. He
will say five years ago this might’ve been different. By this he means lie down
in this bed. It’s your making.

Waking to expect red but finding only blank, I locked my knees, then
unlocked, then cold against the tile Dear God please don’t let me be Dear God
please don’t let me be the words that could not come. Waking to expect red
but finding white cotton, sheets the white of bleach, knees against the carpet
Dear God please Dear God please not this time don’t let me be. Waking to
expect red but finding only the folded white square, only the nothing that
might be something Dear God please Dear God please the rosary beads red
and clicking, the miracle I could not even name. Waking to blank and blank
and Dear God please not this time Dear God but when I want to be the rosary
beads and their clicking, their red in the lamp’s light, red through my eyelids
pressed shut Dear God please not right now but when I want to be please.
The bathroom mostly a gray, though I knew it to be white. The
bathroom mostly a gray except for the smell of bleach, except for the smell of
the bleach brick at the back of the toilet my head bowed to as again and
again my stomach sent up what soon became
became nothing, my
stomach still not giving up. The bathroom was white, but I saw a gray, the
gray blur of my mother’s hand as she swept the hair from the sides of
face, as she swept the hair from the sides of my mouth which opened and
opened to what my stomach gave up, still not giving up. The bathroom, the
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white cold of tile against knee, against calves, against hands which again and
again gave up as my stomach gave up, as the gray gave up being gray and
went black, as my mother swept the hair from the sides of my face and pulled
head back, pulled my head up. The bathroom was white except for the
red cloths spilling the overfilled trash can. The bathroom was black and my
mother’s hand pulling, my head being pulled and distant like the sound
trapped inside a shell left on the shore I know baby I know baby just hold on I
know and when you have that baby one day when
hold that baby one day this
will be worth it I promise I know baby I know.

I counted each morning in ovals, white ovals, peach ovals, white ovals,
then green. I counted each morning in white pills, in peach pills, in white
pills, then green. I counted each morning in hormones, white ovals. I
counted each morning in hormones, peach ovals. I counted each morning in
pain pills, white ovals. I counted each morning in vitamins, green, meant to
make an environment suitable, meant for periconceptional, meant to fortify
against defects, malformations of the spine.

The man I’m falling in love with counts his green bills, folds them back
into place. The man I’m falling in love with wants to be a good man, a good
father, provide for his child, who swims small circles inside another woman,
who waits happily to be born. The man I’m
in
with boils
bathwater stovetop, learns the language of bottles, of nipples, breast
formula. The man I’m falling in love with knows his son will have blonde
hair, will have blue eyes, will have pale skin, will favor his mother.
What I don’t say I hate
for her and I hate you for him What I don’t
say I hate me for the
the empty a vase without flowers cabinet without
plates closet without linens without purpose without What I don’t say driving
the freeway each concrete pillar temptation each backseat a reminder
without without What I don’t say I hate you for wanting me empty without
without What I don’t say what I wanted so much
did not even have to want
you did not even try.

My friend’s daughter gathers her babies together. She spreads them in a
circle, naked on the floor. Their skulls shine candle-wax. Their cloth limbs
are stained. She spreads them in a circle, naked on the floor, tells her mother
that they’re asleep. She holds out a diaper, rose-covered. Put them on one of
your babies, her mother says, your babies need to be diapered. Never too early to
learn, she says, never too soon to start practicing.

The man I’m falling in love with says he can’t wait to do it the right way.
The wooden gifts and silverware way. The white spiked fence way. The twocar garage way. The hospital bills covered before conception way. The
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convenient and well-lit bonus room way. The Winnie-the-Pooh wallpaper
way. The one glass of wine expensive dinner way. The missionary position
on a Posturepedic way. The afterwards legs elevated holding hands praying
way. The two too-wanted lines on a white stick way.
At seventeen I was fifty-seven. At seventeen my body was fifty-seven.
The doctors said preserve. The doctors said the change. The doctors said
temporary. At seventeen my body was fifty-seven. All long night, I sweat the
sheets slick. All long night, I dreamt of a glass vase, its insides carrying air.
In the morning, I was bones. In the morning, I was fifty-seven, I was bones
creaking against other bones. In the shower, my hands full of my own hair,
small breasts deflated, hanging.

*****

What I do say fine not a problem will take some adjustment What I do say
I had a good day doing better I’m fine What I do say things happen to everyone
we can't help it's fine just adjusting What I do say I’m learning to think
differently I'm learning to see myself differently no never mind no never mind I
don’t mean that it’s fine What I do say
’s your day been how’s the baby I’m
fine.

The man I’m falling in love with calls me. I let the phone let out its full
set of cries. Inside another woman floats his child, who is now a son, who is
now named. Slow he and his mother study the craft of making. Slow his
body gathers
for warmth. In his mouth bud, the bases of permanent
teeth. Over his unseen eyes, eyelids are made, brows above them. His body
makes itself under his skin’s folds. In the mirror, his mother measures her
stomach’s swell, her navel’s journey from inside to out.
At seventeen, late April, post-scalpel, I lay inside a flannel nightgown. I
lay inside flannel sheets, two spare blankets, a down comforter. Still I
shivered. Inside, winter. Inside the sheets, my body remained the color of
rust from iodine. Two weeks’ showers could not scrub off the dye. At
seventeen, post-scalpel, my own body
My stomach stretched to sixth
month’s width—carbon dioxide sent to set each organ separate, to give the
camera a hollow, a clearing, a clear view.

On the porch of my apartment, I start the first pack of cigarettes I’ve
bought in three years sing a song of sixpence, a pocket full of rye. The smoke
forms itself into hands, forms itself into hair. From the porch, I can see an
emptied parking
and in it the crushed body of a black bird four and
twenty blackbirds, baked in pie its insides dried by July and sun. The flat of
its body a frame for the secret she was holding inside: a small egg, now
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exposed, now cracked and open now, wasn't that a dainty dish to set before the
King?
I know what it would mean for me to try, no hush-a-bye baby in the tree
top. The shots. The pills. The heat-pumping hormones. I know what it
would mean for me to try, no when the wind blows, the cradle will rock. The
sweat, the steady swing from fist to tears. I know what it would mean for
me. The steel bill of forceps clenched, unclenched. The muscles forced to
give way. I know what it would mean for me to try, no when the bough breaks
the cradle will fall. The scar tissue’s determination. The body bent to shove
each cell to blood. The body bent and down will come the sack of cells,
hairless and handless, down will come baby, cradle and all.

The trashcan opened its white mouth wide, and into it I spilled a stream
of pills. The fat prenatals I bought from the naturalist all vegetable iron
derived from broccoli spinach better to make ofyour body a home. The fat
prenatals I choked on each morning in fist-fulls of five all natural folic acid
derived from asparagus leafy greens pure organic to make ofyour body. The
pills I no longer needed, which smelled of gagging to make ofyour body a
much better home.
These are the chores we do today I fold the towels to behave in their
drawers. I wash the dishes, pose each in its place. These are the chores we do
today I bleach each bathroom tile to stainless, I polish each faucet past shine.
I take out the trash and the cat litter. I scrub the pot’s bottom, coax the
canisters back into line. These are the chores we do today I wash the glass vase
with soap and warm water, sit it table-center, its blank shining, its empty a
sharp gleam.
*****
In the pool, two girls
mother and baby. One sobs, one soothes.
One helpless, one holding. I finish the first pack of cigarettes I’ve bought in
three years bad for conception bad for holding what's conceived. The women
with bodies birth-widened gather their babies, slather their scalps with
sunscreen thick as the vernix caseosa which forms in the sixth month. The
man I’m falling in love with knows this waxes the skin of his son. The man
I’m falling in love with holds lightly the hand of the mother of his child,
holds it tighter as on the screen their son shifts, turns his new-lidded eyes
towards each parent’s face.
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Jake Adam York

Not In Our Stars
Poplarville, Mississippi, January 1960

Most people I know think that there wasn’t
no rape. There wasn’t no lynching.
— A citizen of Poplarville, Mississippi,
quoted on the day a grand jury released all
suspects in the Mack Charles Parker
abduction case
The road ends in river. A clearing.
A landing. The map’s made true.
But even expectation finds no guide. Only alibis
of cypresses, the same exhausting tongues.
Elsewhere men are called to hear
what can’t be argued, asked if silence might unfold.
Elsewhere newsprint pictures of the dead man’s shoes
curl in floorboards like forgotten skin.
Elsewhere is everything you already know.
But here, beyond the day’s penumbras
denims stand so still you might write
that cotton rose in place, wove the factor,
and wicked its indigo from the sunset sky.
Easy to miss the one unmoving thing in the breeze.
Come in under the shadow and I will tell you
the whole thing’s a story, hung crepe on election trains.
There wasn’t no rape, no lynching.
Sure as you see I marked a
that night,
New York plates, seats full of Negroes waiting
to take him back, a decoy for the river
to keep the talk alive. There wasn’t no missing.
Now it’s darker, colder. You’ll wonder
how long you’ve been. But there wasn’t no sun,
the sun was just a story, glare of paper
you’ve written into night, and the stars
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just what shows through the counters of your hand.
No dipper. No hunter. Just the forests
and the sawmills where tomorrow’s cut
and a man on a plow who sees it all.
No map. And no clearing but the river,
its perfect ink, and the cotton
that stands reading the heaven of its dreams.
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Jake Adam York

The Hands of Persons Unknown
Pearl River County, Mississippi, 1959-1960

Arrested for rape in February 1959, Mack
Charles Parker was abducted from jail and
murdered on April 24, then recovered from
the Pearl River May 4. Grand juries, in
Nov mber and January,
wrote no
indictment, and the case was closed.

Ice buds on the oaks and hickories.
The rain, the ice keeps coming.
The limbs lean down. Light may stir
in the bulbs of ice then break, spread
and split in the smothering dark,
then
again, just headlamps passing,
ice cocooning every limb. Far ahead,
the husband stumbles toward town,
farther from the husking truck, no matter
what prays he will emerge.
At last what comes is a face, a gun,
a shatter. The trees lean down
their heavy fingers. Cold
skin.
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Rain hangs on the windows. Faint light
making eyes of the drops. Sleep is the scarf
pulled over your mouth, hair
curling on your neck, a dark path
through glistening woods. The eyes
gather light. A face arrives in the glass
to take you back, a hand at your back
that leads to a darkened room, a window
full of eyes, the sentences all the same.
Imagine them on the window’s screen,
their ten eyes staring, the markings
they want you to name. The one that breaks
the silk and ice, the window. The night
exploding all around you again.

gun, a net, a rope, a name
are offered. Again when you refuse.
An opening, an offering at every window.
At night you can lie awake, waiting
for moths to spread on the empty screen,
knowing they are moving in far counties of the dark,
how silk bruises then splits,
the plague of wings unholstered in quiet,
a silence you’ve refused to hear.
You
tell yourself it’s just a dream
of ice, someone falling in the river,
not the sound of glass breaking miles away.
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What’s locked, what’s wound will open.
A fist of keys can turn in a drawer,
fall out, fall open. What’s braced
will loose and climb the stairs like a flood,
uncountable and sure. What keeps
will catch you, will say
They’ve come for
as if counties’
worth of water could claim its bed,
claim its crest in you. You leave
your mark, your water, but subside is slow,
a melt to the bridge, the bank, the stream,
high marks for a Bible and a brush
in the morning to wear it back again.

This is how they opened
a key, a stick, a chair,
a bullet to reach inside you,
a finger to curl from your heart
the ridicule that was theirs,
and one to ask the water
to do the rest. Now the river’s taken you,
a gauze in every wound, a coil
in every coil and crease of skin, a pall
to draw you in the catfish dark,
pull your skin. This
is how they open you,
with sweat and rinse and breath,
a dozen counties’ tributes
washing all around you.
And this is how they bury you,
their own ablutions slowly
cleaning out your wounds.
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Now tell us how God put the heavens
from the earth, water from the earth,
how God drew the bounds we cannot undo.
Strain your voice above the crickets
and tell us how rain gathers
from towns of euphemism and prayer
for whoever did this, how rain gathers
from the eaves in Carthage and Philadelphia
and Jackson where the epithets hang.
Tell us how the river rises,
how one prayer becomes another
once it leaves the mouth.
Tell us how Mississippi
makes
undertaker of the water,
a perfect gauze for every wound.
Syllables worm in every hollow
of molest and decay and then withdraw.
How they callous the willow and the tung.

Break the finger open. Coil, whorl.
The mottle, the name that lies within.
Mack Charles Parker, missing.
Or the accident, Charithonia,
long wings pursing as the trees tell everything
to keep their quiet. The newsprint, the river,
the wind. The moon will not
indict the rope or the weight in the river’s silt,
will not fall differently on the roofs
of confessors or confederates, will not
light the stumps of hanging trees
or the wrecks of cypresses where ivory-bills
fold one last time. It will stay, a finger
on the lips, then drain into the eddies
and the
of whatever falls.
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The year’s last husks, crumpled notes
fall, not fast enough to be a snow.
Jury cards, summons. Transcript fragments.
Tung leaves between the live oaks
and cypresses where a chrysalis hangs
like a comma, skin beneath the nail.
But you are asked to keep secret
these proceedings. This you should
sacredly keep. Let the
tongue its pearls, its ropes, what reflections
cast upon it. May this be the end.
Newspapers heron in the reeds,
pearlescent in the half-light until the year
has turned. You are asked to keep this.
The last envelopes open slowly.
Caterpillars cut fingerprints in the leaves.
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Patrick Michael Finn

Between Pissworth and Papich
The same summer
family’s house was destroyed by adolescent
vandalism, I made my own riot of fun torturing Alvin Ainsworth, a boy who
lived on my block just west of Midland Avenue in Joliet, Illinois.
This Alvin Ainsworth was an only child who was two years younger than
me, and four years younger than Brian Papich, an older kid I followed
around constantly because he always had pellet guns and knives and
firecrackers. He lived smack across the street, and my parents called him a
troublemaker, a word I liked because it sort of rhymed with firecracker. But
when his older pals came along, he always left with them, and I was never
invited along. I was only
and too scared to follow a gang like that
anyway. Guys who lived by a strict code of raunch and ruin. They
fingerfucked
stole bikes, keyed cars, broke shit, smoked, and never
spoke to me. Sometimes there were five of them and sometimes six, and
when you saw them lumbering down the street in that thick pack, smoking
and spitting and slugging each other, you just looked the other way, or you
got lost and hid in the garage.
Next to them, I was just a slight underling who didn’t have much to
offer Brian Papich. He was the one with a whole dresser drawer stocked with
a magnificent battery of pocket, butterfly, and switchblade knives, jagged
daggers locked in slick leather sheathes, Chinese throwing stars, and a pair of
oil black pellet pistols he called his Iron Niggers. At twelve, I would have cut
my own face off with one of his knives just to have it, would have shot both
my eyes out just for a chance to try the pistol triggers. But he never let me
touch them. “You get looksies,” he said, “but no fucking feelsies.”
And standing grandly on top of that dresser, coolly illuminated,
bubbling, and strangely enough for a thug of his stature, was his big fish
aquarium.
Now Brian Papich usually passed through the world with a sluggish walk
that, save the glazed slack in his eyes that betrayed the distinct pleasure of
neglecting everything, might make you think he had weights in his feet. But
he was different when it came to the things he kept protected in his
bedroom. Especially when it came to his fish. The aquarium stretched the
width of the whole dresser, maybe four feet, and the fish swimming in it were
all delicate pink and blue specimens of exotic far-off waters. There were no
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toothy piranhas or spiny, poisonous urchins here, just harmless little infantfleshed fish that
Papich cared for with a concentrated and remarkable
tenderness. He gave his fish their food from a special measuring cup, never
offering more or less than they needed to survive, according to the stack of
books on fish care he kept next to the tank. He checked the tank’s
temperature constantly, adjusting the complex tubes and dials of the heating
can walk,
since
m in some sort
bossy
said,
of scientific
accordance to said,
the
boys
warmth or chill of his be.
bedroom, depending close
on the time of year.
When I asked him why he spent so much time with the temperature in
the fish tank, he
“I don’t want them to die boiling, dickhead. Do you
know how much they’re worth? They’re worth thousands. And quit calling
it a tank. It’s an aquarium.”
Of course, I wasn’t allowed to touch the aquarium, which was fine with
me
I couldn’t give two shits about fish. I wasn’t there to look at fish.
The truth is Brian Papich was one of only two
close to my
who
lived in our neighborhood, which was old and lined with squat brick houses
occupied largely by old people. I had no other friends. Not that Brian
Papich was actually my friend, though I desperately wanted him to
No,
he was a blunt,
gorilla who just barely tolerated my presence as his
aimless trailing congregant.
But this all changed early in the summer I want to tell you about, one
afternoon when Brian Papich was burning his bored hours away on my front
porch, swilling back the Canfield’s Peanutbutter Sodas I’d swiped from the
ice box—knowing full and well the parental hell I’d catch for taking the last
of our household’s two cans—to lure him over on the chance that he’d let
me look at his knives. He didn’t thank me, and when I told him he was
drinking the last of my family’s supply, he
“So what? You gave it to me,
dickmouth. I didn’t ask for it. Besides, this is nigger pop. Peanutbutter
Soda. Shit,” he said, then sucked the rest of it down, burped, crushed the
can in half and tossed it in the bushes.
“I’m going,” he said, standing, groaning from the heat and the tedium
that was me.
“Wait, hold on,” I said. “I was thinking maybe we can go see your
switchblades. Or we
go shoot some birds with your good old Iron
Niggers.” I was stammering. Papich wasn’t listening, but he wasn’t leaving
either. He had halted on the
his hands on his hips and his back to me,
staring down the block.
Because we lived
to Saint Joseph’s hospital and, in the other
direction, the Crest Hill rock pits, there was always lots of bus, ambulance,
and truck traffic rumbling by and huffing hazy waves of exhaust that turned
the yards and trees gray and made the whole neighborhood smell like an
ancient gas station misted with gear grease. This was the year’s first angrily
hot day. The fumes hung in a blur above the sunlight that stuck to the
pavement and passing windshields and flashed back in a squinting white, and

age
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Brian Papich seemed to be stunned in place by the new severity of it all, stiff
as the air itself
I eventually realized that he was not going to let me look at his knives,
that there would be no shooting of birds. Brian Papich wasn’t thinking
about being nice to me, and he wasn’t stunned by anything—heat, light,
noise, joy, or love. He was glaring at the boy who lived down the block and
who, at that moment, was practicing tumbling moves in his front yard. The
boy’s name was Alvin Ainsworth.
“That faggot,” Papich said. “Ainsworth. Alvin Ainsworth. Pissworth.”
I hadn’t ever considered Alvin Ainsworth worthy of more than half a
thought’s effort. I’d never even talked to him because he seemed useless for
anything fun—a boring kid who’d never take a chance with anything that
could shoot, cut, burn, or hurt. After all, his parents were both teachers at
Joliet
What in the hell kind of fun would teachers allow in their own
home?
Alvin Ainsworth was bigger than me, but because he was also two years
younger, his size was soft and harmless. Much like an oversized toddler
topped with a bowl of blond hair over his big dumb head.
And when I got a good look at Alvin Ainsworth that day, when I saw
him through the hot haze rolling around in his front yard, wearing short
shorts, black socks, and Velcro sneakers, and tumbling—a game for homos
too tender for wresting or karate at the Briggs Street YMCA—I had to agree
with Brian Papich: Alvin Ainsworth was a faggot.
So we trudged down to this faggot’s yard and found him sitting in the
grass with his thick white legs spread from his thigh-high shorts that could
have passed for a skirt if
hadn’t known he was a boy.
He didn’t look scared. “Hiiii,” he drawled with a sloppy verbalized
gurgle of redundant drool that hung behind an oversized tongue.
Papich
him what the hell kind of moves he was doing. “We seen
you from down the street. You trying to kick the shit out of yourself?”
Ainsworth was still trying to figure out what we were doing in his yard.
He squinted up at us from his splayed spot in the
shielding the sun
from his eyes.
Papich asked him, “Have you ever seen your mom’s pussy, Ainsworth?”
I didn’t think he knew what Papich meant, but I did, and I laughed.
“Shut up,” Papich told me.
Alvin Ainsworth stood up and did a few more tumbles in the soft grass,
and Papich clapped and said, “Roll it, sport! Keep that shit going!” and
Ainsworth tumbled to a stop, smiled and giggled a beat like a proud, happy
baby. Then he caught his breath and blew air from his bottom lip so that his
soft blond bangs daintily rose and fell back down across his wide pink
forehead.
“Hey, Ainsworth,” said Papich, “is your mom home?”
“Yes, yes, yes,” he sang, gurgled, in a timbre muffled under another reel
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of somersaults.
Then Papich crossed his arms and, extending himself to follow
Ainsworth’s rolling trajectory, said, “Why don’t you go inside and ask your
mom if you
see her pussy, Ainsworth.”
“Ask her if you can touch it,” I said. Ainsworth’s mother had short
black hair, and I imagined her pussy was the same color. I thought Papich
might tell me to shut up again, but he smirked instead.
Ainsworth finally tumbled himself out of steam, landing upright with his
dough-log legs spread out just the way we found him. “I’m practicing,” he
told us.
And that’s when Papich tackled him into a cradle
He collapsed
onto the boy, grabbed his ankles and forced his legs back as far as their
muscles and tendons would stretch. Ainsworth’s knees were almost flat
against his chest, and his face was red and wild with terror. He gurgled a
scream, a drawn and quiet scream that would have been much louder if his
body hadn’t been folded in half. I was in my own fold off to the
laughing so hard you couldn’t hear it. And Papich didn’t tell me to shut up,
so I moved in and grabbed a fist of Ainsworth’s hair. I just squeezed the fist
at
squeezed the strands and waited to see if Papich would push me away,
and when he didn’t, when he looked up at me and laughed despite the effort
it took to hold the boy down, I knew he was finally letting me take part in
the maintenance of something even greater than the entirety of his top
drawer stockade. So I pulled the fist of Ainsworth’s hair, pulled it in yanks
until it felt like it might rip right off his scalp. When Ainsworth looked up, I
saw
tears blinding his squinted eyes. I let go and stumbled back to the
sidewalk.
“Stop it!” Ainsworth finally cried.
Then his mother and father were at the front door. I don’t know how
long they had been standing there. “Alvin,” his mother said. “Your lunch is
ready, baby.”
Papich let up, and Ainsworth ran for the door. I was sure his parents had
seen our attack, and I expected some trouble. But they only smiled
approvingly. They must have thought we had only been playing. Maybe an
older and more advanced tumbling act with some new friends for their
gurgling baby Ainsworth.
“Hi, boys,” said Ainsworth’s father, a thin, eager-looking drip of a man
with glasses and a faggot mustache.
His mother waved to us through the screen door. She had on shorts. I
looked at the spot where I knew her pussy was before we left the yard.
That night I clogged the toilet. I thought I might have broken the
damn thing, a big deal because my parents couldn’t afford
significant
household repairs. My father had been out of work for a long time, and we
were poor. Besides, he was beyond inept when it came to simple mechanics
and home improvement, having formally been employed as a sales clerk, a
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shirt-and-tie-job he had ridiculously considered professional by taking a
briefcase to work each day containing nothing but the product brochures
available in every corner of the appliance store that employed him. My
mother worked as a Beautiful You Cosmetics Consultant at Walgreens, and
the paychecks she brought home were cruel weekly jokes. Bill collectors
called every day. My folks made me answer the phone whenever it rang. The
collectors were always men with voices both harsh and impatient in
demanding to know when
parents would be home and when they
intended to settle their outstanding and overdue balances. I learned a whole
new terrifying vocabulary of financial delinquency. I continually lied right
into the phone while my parents hid behind my voice, waving their arms and
pressing their index fingers to their sealed lips. What chickenshits. The calls
eventually stopped when we lost the phone and, later that year, what was left
of the whole house.
But that night, plunger
in his fists, my father labored over the
toilet while
little brother and little sister and I stood in the doorway and
watched him. I remember he had on an undershirt and brown work pants.
White socks and black leather shoes. He plunged the bowl for a long time in
a sucking, splashing chaos of cussing grunts when the water wouldn’t go
down.
You goddamnit shit rat fuck,” he muttered to the stubborn brown
water. “Piss pus crock of bastard cuntlunk.”
Then he paused to straighten and face me. There were drops of sweat
on his nose. His eyes looked weak but mad. “Take a good goddamn look at
that,” he said, pointing to the polluted bowl. “That’s you, that shitwater
there. You made that. Shitwater,” he
then crouched once again over
the toilet to plunge and suck and swear.
The water finally spun in a cleansing flush.
“You’re lucky, boy,”
father told me. “If you’d a broke it, we’d a had
to piss and shit up here in the sink. How’d you like it if your mother had to
hike her nightie and squat over the sink to take her shits and pisses?”
He shook his head, then shook the plunger dry and stuck it back under
the sink. “You used too much goddamn toilet paper,” he said. “How the
hell big do you think your asshole is anyway? Way to spark, Ace. Way to
spark.”
He turned on the sink, washed his hands, then dried them on his pants.
“First you pig all the goddamn pop, and then you almost wreck the
plumbing. I’m gonna lock all the toilet paper in the garage. In my tool
chest. The rest of us will be able to use it. But you’ll have to wipe your ass
with your hand like an Arab.”
My brother and sister snickered at this prospect, and
father was
livened by the attention. But he was such a stupid man that the scope of his
humor consisted only of parroting himself whenever he got a laugh,
repeating what he’d just said as though the second time around would prove
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even funnier.
“How’d you like to wipe your ass with your hand like an Arab? And
scrub it all off in the shower?”
My brother and sister howled with forced fake laughter that made me
embarrassed for all of them. “Aw, shut the hell up, you little shits,” I finally
said.
“Hey,” my father snapped. “Keep talking like that and I’ll knock you
straight into next year.”
I stayed in the bathroom. I shut the door, spat on the mirror, then
rubbed the spit with my fingers before I smeared most of it off with a towel.
“Fuck you,” I whispered to my reflection. Who I pretended was some
A
er prick about to get his ass knocked
into nextguys,
year. “Go
fuck yourself
Park.
where you eat, motherfucker.”
Papich got a big package delivered the next day. A brown box bigger
than our television. I watched the mailman give it to him across the street
off his little truck. I knew there were fireworks in that box, and so I darted
across the avenue so recklessly fast that a Plymouth came only inches from
running me down.
“You got fireworks,” I said. “I bet you got fireworks in there.”
Papich was lazily contemplating the order sheet that came from the box
with a return address in Alabama, a name that sounded explosive. “Let’s
open it,” I said. “Are you going to open it? Oh, holy shit!”
“Oh, shut UP,” he told me.
His parents were both at work. I followed him down to his basement.
It was finished with carpeting, couches, a bar, and a pool table I was never
allowed to touch. Nothing like our basement back across the street: a
crawlspace, a freezer for dead fish, a washing machine, and later that summer
when they tore up the street to fix the busted storm sewer, rats.
Papich opened the box. Stacks of Roman candles, bottle rockets, bricks
of ladyfingers. Rows of lotus flowers, ashcans, and fountain cones.
Everything was wrapped in the bright red paper of dragons and poisonous
Oriental flowers.
He made some phone calls. Soon enough his older friends showed up.
They came from the other neighborhoods that surrounded ours like a mean,
leathery frontier I was never allowed to cross, with tough names like
Rockdale, Preston Heights, Crest Hill, and Pilcher
They were dirty in
a way that seemed rugged and allowable on older
with long hair, heavy
arms, and zit-pocked faces that looked pinched and evil, even when they
laughed. There was a Perry, Coonan, and an Ape Drape among them. An
Udfuck and a Stank as well. They glanced my way with short sneers that
meant We hate you. One of them moved to the bar and poured a round of
shots. When nobody asked me what I wanted, I felt the cold squeeze of
neglect in my chest. They had all put money in for the crate of fireworks
and, after they took their shots, stood around it, dividing the goods. The
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Fourth of July was only a month away.
Papich changed around these older boys. He eagerly told them some
new nigger jokes and asked them about
parts and pussy. He wasn’t afraid
to show them amazement and admiration, while I silently clung to the end of
a ragged approval rope. I had thought that Papich might have told them
how well I’d handled myself the day before attacking Pissworth. But he
never did. The
just scooped up their explosives and left, and Papich
went with them.
I wandered off to the Masonic Temple parking lot right behind Papich’s
house. There were only two cars parked there. I’d seen the men who owned
them, old Freemasons who took care of the temple during the
before the
big meetings at night when the lot would fill with fancy cars driven by men
who wore ceremonial plumes, vests, and swords, accompanied by gowned
and high-heeled wives. There were no windows on the Masonic Temple—a
brick gymnasium-sized block with the enormous symbolic “G” chiseled into
a regal plate of white marble facing the Midland Avenue traffic—which made
this a secret building I hated with a fierce, purple devotion.
I was dismal and lonely and bored. I found an empty Old Style bottle
and smashed it against the wall. I unzipped my pants and lashed a stream of
piss all over the Masonic Temple wall, writing a thin liquid FUCK YOU on
the bricks.
Then I noticed that one of the Freemason’s cars had a window rolled
down. There was a pack of Doral’s on the dashboard. I stole them and
found myself running to Alvin Ainsworth’s house
I wanted to see how I
could handle him on my own.
“Hi,” gurgled Ainsworth when he saw me. He was sitting on his porch
with a book, his chubby legs, black socks, and Velcro sneakers tucked
underneath him in the manner of an overweight housewife cuddled on a
couch with her romance novel.
I had expected Ainsworth to run away when he saw me coming, and
when he didn’t, I felt exposed and disappointed.
“Want to smoke?” I said and showed him my cigarettes.
“You could get cancer from that,” he said.
“Only if you’re old,” I told him.
He followed me back to the Masonic Temple anyway, behind the
building in the shade. I pointed at the shattered beer bottle glass. “I broke
that fucking bottle. I just smashed that motherfucker right against the wall.
I don’t give a fuck.”
I still hated his shorts and black socks but took my time in sizing him up
I decided he would be worth more to my rage if I knew something
about him.
“Freemasons kill Catholics,” I said. I nodded at the temple behind us, a
Doral dangling from the corner of my mouth, the smoke burning my eyes.
“They stick corncobs up Catholics’ assholes. Then they cut their bellies open
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with swords and let the blood pour into a secret circle on the floor. Right
upstairs. That’s why there ain’t no windows on it. Are you a Catholic?”
Ainsworth shrugged. He was staring at his shoes, and I didn’t think he
was paying attention to me.
“Well, do you go to church?” I asked.
“Yes.”
“Which one?”
Again, a shrug. Then another. He pulled himself up and did a few
tumbles in a patch of grass next to the lot.
“Quit it,” I said. You look like a goddamn girl when you do that,
Ainsworth.” I was ready to beat him. I got hot and said, “Pissworth. Alvin
Pissworth. Pisspot.”
Then Mister Lavazza, the old widower who lived in one of the houses
that lined the parking lot, snuck up on us. “What the hell are you up to back
here?” he said. He yanked the burning cigarette out of my mouth and
flicked it away. I knew Mister Lavazza well, and I liked him. He was a friend
to several of my older uncles, and he had actually told me those stories about
the Freemasons. He wore a gold crucifix, and his ears were filled with thick
swatches of gray hair.
It was too late to hide the rest of the cigarettes which the old man took
from me. He said, “Where the hell did you get these?”
“I just found them, honest,” I said.
“Well, now you lost them,” Mister Lavazza said, which, for some reason,
made Ainsworth laugh.
“You know I buried my wife because of these damn things,” he
padding away to his yard.
We walked back to the sidewalk in the sun. I was sweating and furious
since I knew that Mister Lavazza would probably tell my parents. We were
waiting for the light to change when I punched Ainsworth in the back with
the tightest fist I’d ever made. He moaned and bent backwards.
“If you tell anyone,” I said, “I will fucking murder you.” I pulled on the
back of his shirt. “I goddamn hate you,” I said. Then the light changed,
and Ainsworth ambled home with his lumbering waddle that made me want
to laugh and sob in one confused breath.
There was rain for a week, and then Papich wasn’t around when I
knocked. He was off with his thugs. All the windows were dark. I’d sneak
around and peer through his bedroom blinds and watch the aquarium fish
swim above the drawer of knives and guns, tucked away and neglected at the
edge of his empty room. I started going to Ainsworth’s house. He was just
as bored as I was, so bored that he seemed to forget the beatings I continued
to give him. We’d sit in his room and look at his stupid books about
animals, and then I’d get him outside for the chance that Papich and his boys
might pass and see me punch Pissworth into the sod. I’d wait, watch, and
when they never came, I’d finally fire a few tight ones into Ainsworth’s back,
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stomach, chest, and neck, and he’d whine, yell, and cry, and the next day I’d
be back again. I laughed to myself and called his house The House of Pussies
where the Pissworths all lived and smiled and never lifted a finger to do
anything wreckful or mean. But I had to be careful. Since Ainsworth’s
parents were both teachers, they were off for the summer and always around,
his weedy father in his glasses, his bright mother in her shorts with her tan
legs that gave me boners. They didn’t think anything was up since
Ainsworth knew never to complain about me. So the Pissworths just sat me
at the kitchen table with the bottomless jars of sugar wafers, poured
lemonade down me until I was chilled and bloated.
The second to the last time I was ever allowed to visit The House of
Pussies, I got so tangled with a hatred for Alvin Ainsworth’s clean, calm
bedroom that I grabbed the hardcover picture book Animal Atlas he was
thumbing through, and with both hands, I slammed the thick binding
straight into his eyes. He fell back on his bed, trembled, put his hands over
his face, and let out a scream that shook the windows and shot through my
ears like an ice pick.
“Wait, wait, quiet,” I said. I
hadn’t intended such accuracy and
tried hard to quiet him, but I was too late. He was at the third or fourth
peak of his sobbing when his parents rushed into the room. They petted him
lovingly, and through his sobs and gasping, Ainsworth told them what I had
done.
“Why on earth did you do that?” his father asked me.
I showered them with lies to protect myself. I stood with my hands
behind my back against the wall, pressing the plaster until my fists ached as
though, if I pressed hard enough, I could burst through the boards and
bricks and run home and pull my prick purple. “Honest, I was only
playing.”
Ainsworth’s mother took him into the bathroom, and his father showed
me to the door. “Alvin told us you hit him before,” he said. “We thought
you just played rough. But now I think you’re a bully,” he said. “And if you
want to come back here, you’re going to have to stop.”
Though I admired being called a bully, I obviously hadn’t scared
Ainsworth enough to keep his mouth shut, and this made me feel like a
useless
—a pointless poser who could only overpower the most obvious
weaklings, which was actually worse than an obvious weakling.
I saw Papich at his porch on
way home. “Hey!” I called. “Where
you been?”
“In your mother’s ass.”
“I just beat up Pissworth real bad,” I said. “Slammed a book into his
eyes. He cried like a little pussy, and his father threw me out. But I don’t
give a fuck.”
“Hooray,” he said. “Want me to suck your cock?” And then he went in
and slammed the door.
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This didn’t crush me as much as what I saw when I went around the
house and peered through the blinds on his bedroom window: Papich
fully sprinkling food into the aquarium water
and talking to his schools of
slur,
small colored fish that were better company
day than I could ever hope to be.
Things around our house started falling apart, and my father couldn’t fix
them. The oven busted, the icebox went warm, the station wagon stopped
running, and then the air conditioner sputtered out to a frozen halt with the
last rusty pangs of the fan’s death rattle. My father even lost two teeth. We
lived in a crowded disaster of broken pieces: screws, belts, tubes, blades,
handles, covers, vents, slats, and bolts—my father’s hopeless chop shop of
handyman ignorance strewn across the greasy old blankets and newspapers
spread throughout the house.
My little brother and sister spent each
blasting through the house as
they scratched, slapped, punched, and kicked the holy vibrant shit out of each
other. They actually left bruises, split lips, and then bright red scrapes
dangerously close to their blackened eyes. And who was going to stop them?
My mother was pulling double shifts at Walgreen’s. She was turning into a
tired, bitter, pissed-off woman. She started belting out the word fuck in talk
that didn’t call for it, like when she was eating eggs in the morning before
work, eggs she’d had to make herself because my father wouldn’t cook. At
night they fought in their bedroom about money and sex. My father was
trapped up in the house all day, horny, and my mother was too beat to fuck.
They got drunk one Friday night in the kitchen while we were watching
television in the next room. I heard my mother
“All right, all right. We
gonna fuck?” They both laughed and went upstairs. I waited a few minutes,
and then I snuck up to the top of the stairs and beat off while I listened to
them screw.
One day my brother and sister barreled into the kitchen both mid-choke
and, screaming, knocked our father into the clutter of the busted stove he
was trying to save. I watched from the table where I sat eating the threeday-old leftovers of my mother’s baked ziti. Oven parts were scattered all
over the linoleum.
My father yanked himself up from the floor, banged against the range,
then spun around and kicked a big cretinous hole in the wall. His shoe got
stuck in it, and when he pulled his foot out, pressing his hands against the
wall and almost falling, the hole was jaggedly widened, splayed with
spreading cracks and spilling dusty chunks of crumbled plaster. In a shaking,
towering howl, he said, “I want every goddamn one of you to get the flying
fuck out of this house, and fast, and right fucking now!”
I remembered to push my chair in. I turned to my father, who was
staring down at the hole and its mess on the floor around his shoes. I said,
“You’re wrecking this house on purpose, aren’t you.” I meant it, and when
my father glanced at me, I knew he hadn’t heard a word. I also knew then
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that he was lost under his own common failures, having no other life or
history but his wife, his children, and his unemployment.
“Just go outside,” he said so we went out back to the rusted swing set
we’d been warned to no longer play on.
Cicadas, screeching and invisible, had invaded the trees. I’ always
associated them with summer. Now I hated them.
My brother and sister started fighting again so I pulled them apart and
said, “You little pissants
driving everyone crazy with your bullshit.” Then
I let them go and headed for the street.
“Where you going?” my sister said, and I saw that they were following
me. So I turned around and thrashed them both into the thick
bushes that separated our back yard from the neighbor’s. I left them there
cut up, wailing like a pair of ambulance sirens.
I hadn’t been to the House of Pussies
the
Ainsworth’s father
had kicked me out, and I figured two
was long enough for their anger
to pass. I hadn’t really missed Ainsworth or his pansy animal books, but
through the moist, vivid features of my own masturbatory imagination, I had
convinced myself that his mother was going to let me fuck her. There goes
her flimsy husband. He’s leaving for a special summer teacher’s meeting, and
she lies and says she doesn’t feel good. Go ahead, she says. Ainsworth
a nap, and I knock on the door. She invites me in and lathers her hands with
the same soap we have in the shower.
And so on.
Ainsworth’s mother greeted me in a skirt. She said, “Can you behave
with Alvin?”
“Yes,” I said, and then she smiled and led me to his bedroom. I watched
her tan legs under the mere inches of skirt that covered her ass. I sniffed the
air for pussy, though it would be roughly ten more years before I knew what
pussy actually smelled like. I heard Ainsworth’s father in the kitchen on the
phone, which was the only reason I didn’t cram my hand up her skirt for a
fistful of swollen muff. I don’t think her husband would have let me in if
he’ answered the door.
By the time we were in Ainsworth’s room, I was so dizzy with a pulsing
hard-on that I don’t remember what she told him before she left us alone,
the last time I was ever allowed in the House of Pussies.
“You better not hit me,” Ainsworth said.
I nodded and noticed the small blue book bruise on the bridge of his
nose. “I
I won’t hit you,” I said.
And then I looked over both shoulders, swallowed, and said, “I can make
milk squirt out of my wang.”

My parents never found out about what I did that day in Alvin
Ainsworth’s bedroom that got me banned from his house for good. They
probably wouldn’t have cared, considering their disastrous life in the shitty
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littered house we were about to lose. But back then, I was sure the
Ainsworths had told them and expected their horror and concern about my
behavior through a living room showdown of questions I’d never be able to
answer.
Between Pissworth and Papich, it seemed that everyone had his own airconditioned bedroom but me, locked in a hot bunker with two scraping,
bawling rodents. I was sweaty, sawed-off smut in Ainsworth’s clean and
ordered privacy. His mother had shut the door. My balls boiled with a
threatening, demented lust that shot up my spine to ooze through
brains—a great clot of coagulated spunk. My hunger for his mother’s body,
moving under the same roof, somehow made the boy a damp, supple
receptacle that could help me forget about the loveless house I’d just left
behind, its derelict anger and squalor lugged over with me to ravage the poor
child like a virus.
“You ever hear them fuck?” I hissed. “You know what that is?
She suck his dick?”
I slumped down next to him on his bed and worked my cock out and
“Watch this. Watch,” and Ainsworth giggled and looked away. When I
started pulling on myself, I said, “No, wait, watch.” He giggled again and
said I was weird, but I didn’t want him laughing because nothing was funny.
“Don’t laugh,” I said. My wet face ached from the strain of rigidity. “Don’t
laugh. Try
Do it too. Come on.”
“No.” His giggling abruptly stopped.
“Yes, here,” I said. I forced his hand over me and squeezed. He
flinched away and stood, and I said, “Oh, come on, goddamnit,” and pulled
him back onto the bed. I crawled on top of him and tried to get my other
hand down the front of his shorts. He squirmed, whimpered, which excited
me even more.
I choked, aimed for the floor, frozen on the edge of the first spurt.
“Wow. Watch. Now watch. Watch it, goddamnit!”
His parents must have opened the door right as I dumped my
load
onto the
And
my eyes were squeezed shut, I didn’t see them,
and I didn’t hear the door click and part through my gasps. I remember
counting seven thick pumps before I looked up and saw them standing in the
doorway, narrow-eyed and utterly lost for even one word of alarm to dart
from their gaping mouths.
There wasn’t much left of the afternoon, but the sun still had a few good
belts of heat left in it. I walked against this long aching glare with my head
down. I walked for blocks away from my house, from Papich’s house, from
the House of Pussies and into regions I usually didn’t pass through on foot.
When I thought of the sad, quiet way Ainsworth’s father had told me I was
never allowed back in his home ever again, my throat tightened and dried
with humiliation. And when I thought of how my parents would react, I
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imagined a great black boot of shame and fear pressing me face-down into
the burning pavement. I was a pervert, a child molester.
faggot. Legions
below booger-eaters and pant-shitters on the boy scale of detestable.
I heard their grunts a distance behind me, and when I turned, I could
see they were only a block away, Papich and the banded rabble in tattered
jeans and long hair, smoking, trudging down the street in my direction.
The hospital was
looming, the helicopter landing pad light on top
turning in tight green signals of refuge for the bleeding, dying, and insane. I
sat on the curb and waited to see what Papich and the others would do when
they saw me, and when they did, they scowled. Papich spat in the grass. I
looked away.
An off-duty ambulance was moving down Midland away from the
hospital. Papich and the thugs closed in from the other direction, whispering
to each other, glaring. Had they already heard about my degenerate romp in
Pissworth’s room?
I spotted a jagged chunk of rock that had fallen from a quarry truck, and
I picked it up with both hands and stood. Papich and the others halted.
Just as the ambulance was about to pass, I shifted my weight onto one
leg and pitched the rock right at the windshield. In that flashing second of
the rock’s trajectory, I saw the lone driver’s face above the steering wheel,
bored, pensive, then aghast as the rock struck precisely with a bursting thud
of spiderwebbed glass that was followed
the burning squeal of tires when
the ambulance skidded with white rubber smoke into the next lane and
crashed head-on into a light post.
Somebody yelled Holy Fuck. The driver pulled himself out of the cab
and pointed at me, stumbling across the street with a wrecked limp and
huffing with puffed cheeks. “You,” he said, still pointing. “Hold it!”
We all took off through a back yard that lead to an alley I didn’t
recognize. Papich and the guys were right behind me, laughing, panting,
yelling for left and right shortcuts through lots and side yards, into other
alleys, past garbage cans and stacks of bricks. When we finally stopped
behind Rockdale Lanes, the sky was almost black. I had never ran such a
distance in my life, and as we all stood around catching our breaths, these
older beasts smiled at me and shook their heads and laughed. Papich
squeezed one of my shoulders and said, “Crazy little motherfucker.”
I was given cigarettes. Just under this esteem feast’s membrane was a
muted worry about the ambulance. The driver had seen me straight on. I
tried to calculate the added costs of hospital bills, ambulance repair, and light
post replacement. When the numbers exceeded my brain’s ability to
formulate a total, my stomach folded, and I imagined my father breaking into
tears with his head shaking in his arms at the cluttered kitchen table.
But I would never get caught. The ambulance
happened to go
on strike that week, leaving the whole matter only marginally examined, then
completely forgotten.
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The last two weeks leading up to the Fourth of July were vulgar voyages
of ruin I followed with Papich, Perry, Coonan, Ape Drape, Udfuck, and
Stank. They set fire to almost anything worth burning. Dingy market
dumpsters stuffed with broken crates and boxes. Dried-out, overgrown
lawns. Junk cars wrecked and left to rust along the muckbanks of the barge
canal. One night an abandoned house. We just laughed and walked on and
left the thick summer air thriving with flames and columns of black trash
smoke.
They dipped into their Fourth of July explosives, firing skyrockets into
open bedroom windows, at each other, and at drunks leaving the many
corner taverns of Rockdale and Crest Hill. Like the bearded sot who braced
himself drooling against the wall outside the Skylark Tap. Coonan shot a
rocket at him from across the street, and it burst with a stunning crack of
sparks only inches from his head. The man dropped to his knees, covered his
ears, then finally crawled away, a trail of piss behind him. By then a small
crowd had gathered outside, shaking their heads at the stinking form
slithering down Kennedy Street, then eyeing us hazily. Ape Drape asked
them what the fuck they were looking at, and when they started for us,
fired a few more rounds that knocked them back to the sidewalk under a
haze of rocket smoke and gunpowder.
There had been no formal invitations to come along, yet I wasn’t asked
to leave. Seldom was I addressed beyond a muttered Hey, huh, or ungh.
The few times I had spoken on my own with a redundant amateur curse
brought annoyed
and rolled eyes. My busted windshield had gotten
me in the door, but I had a long way to go before the bastard cool would
accept me as someone who remotely resembled their equal.
I smoked too many cigarettes. The night I hit my personal record, two
packs of Marlboros over twelve hours, Papich handed me a bottle of grocery
store tequila making the rounds on Perry’s back porch. I bubbled back a
gulp and ended up gushing a brown shower of vomit all over Perry’s
backyard. Stank handed me a garden hose and said, “Swab it up,
motherfucker.”
Udfuck’s wheelchaired father had a collection of hard-core porn videos
and mags—an entire new galaxy of filth—stashed in his Rockdale garage that
we were free to peruse at our leisure. I saw gallons of jism, acres of ass,
mountains of monstrous tits, pussies that could take on fists, bottles, and
snow globes. I soaked up each frame and scene in the rotten sponge of my
imagination and squeezed them out in the graffiti of sperm I stained my
sheets with nightly.
I was not offered, nor did I want, any more of the hard liquor Papich
and the guys were drinking more and more of. Not only tequila, but vodka,
gin, and whiskey, chased back with
after can of Old Style. They were
getting wilder, cracking through the limits of what even I found fascinatingly
daring and badass.
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One afternoon Perry sat in the front seat of a rusted, sun-chapped Monte
Carlo on four flattened tires, sucking the jugs of a chubby slut named Tarine.
This was in the lot behind Tarine’s dumpy Preston Heights house. Papich
had already warned me not to stare, but he would have needed handcuffs and
blindfolds to keep me from catching a glance, especially when the car started
rocking to Tarine’s buckling moans. I spotted her
mother peering out at
us from the kitchen window before she sadly disappeared behind thin yellow
curtains.
Udfuck and Stank, wasted and staggering, climbed onto the hood of the
rocking Monte, yanked down their jeans, and shat twin sputterings of watery
excrement all over the cracked windshield. Tarine screamed and ran from the
car, covering her head with one arm and yanking her shorts up with the
other, running for the house she locked herself in. Perry climbed up and
started pounding on Udfuck, who slipped in his own turds and pulled Perry
and Stank down with him. They slung fistfuls of shit at each other as they
rolled off the hood and struggled in the dead grass until Coonan jogged over
to piss on the dogpile while Ape Drape and Papich finished the last of the
vodka.
I guess I should have seen it coming.
Around noon on July third, the thermometer shot past one-hundred. I
was again following Papich and company down the scalding sidewalk along
Midland. They were already a little drunk but quiet and sullen
Papich
had convinced them to stash the rest of their fireworks for the next day. Lots
of block barbecues were planned, and my parents had tried to straighten up
the house for the handful of aunts and uncles who would visit. My father
would fill the washtub with pop and beer packed in ice. Everyone would be
shitfaced by eight o’clock in the dark backyard, and when the rockets shot
into the sky like flaming comets falling the wrong way, I planned on grabbing
the beers left floating in the melted washtub ice and bringing them out to
Papich and the guys. Then I’d light fireworks with them and drink and
prove my worth in dirt as we burned the whole damn street to soot.
I was immersed in this daydream when I noticed that for once I was at
the front of the pack and that the voices behind me were edged with a
darkness that made me uneasy. When I turned around, I saw that Udfuck
had a length of black cable in his fists, and before I could begin to
understand what was happening, I was lifted under both shoulders and raised.
Someone had my ankles. I was swung forward, back, and forward again, the
grass and sidewalk a faded green-gray blur under the commotion of ugly
laughter around me. They counted to three and tossed me onto somebody’s
front
I hit the grass like a wet book. Spread and quartered flat on my
gut. I struggled to catch the wind that had been knocked from me. When I
tried to crawl forward,
ankles were seized again, and Stank
“Where
you going, fuckwad?”
They pulled me up. I was surrounded by black t-shirts covered with the
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skulls, snakes, swords, and naked rope-bound women that proclaimed the
might of metal bands. I looked up at Papich, and when I saw the fixed
power of his
I knew that he really hated me and that whatever they
were going to do to me had been entirely his idea.
They knocked me over, then held me down on the ground and started
pulling off my clothes—first my shoes and
then everything else. I tried
to struggle with some dignity of calm, but a dreadfully girlish scream slipped
out.
“Shut the fuck up,” Coonan told
I gave up. I stopped moving. They shoved me to a tree near the street
curb, stretched my arms behind it, and tied my hands together with the black
cable. Then they tied my feet against the tree and left me full-frontal naked
and crying for the Midland Avenue hundreds that passed by bus, truck, and
car, heading to and from Saint Joseph’s hospital, the quarries, jobs, prison,
Hell. None of them pulled over to help me. Some honked, others just
stared, and a few older young pointed at me from open windows and
howled. Maybe they didn’t know I had been tied there. Maybe they only
saw a ghoulish boychild who, in his first episode of madness, had stripped
naked to clutch a tree for protection against whatever torments attended him.
I don’t know how long I stood there before somebody cut me loose.
But the somebody was actually two who had come straight from the House
of Pussies: Alvin Ainsworth and his father. They had thick scissors and a
blanket that I wrapped around myself and never returned, last time
ever
crossed paths.
“What happened?” Ainsworth father asked. “Who did this to you?”
I was still too much of a prick to thank them, let alone to answer his
questions or even say goodbye.

I stayed inside the whole next
and most of the night, moving from
window to window to watch how the rest of the world celebrated July
Fourth—the last I ever spent in that house, on that street, or in that state.
My family was having unusual fun out back with my aunts and uncles. I
hid inside and listened to the fireworks thunder and shriek from every yard in
the city, explosions that reminded me of how fiercely I’d been handed over to
betrayal.
There was another backyard party across the street at Papich’s house, and
later that day, I saw Papich leave in a car I didn’t recognize with Perry,
Coonan, and Udfuck. They packed the trunk with beer and fireworks and
tore away, throwing empty cans out the windows. It was almost dark, and I
knew they would be gone for a long time.
I slipped into his house completely unnoticed. Other than the few
strangers in line for the bathroom, the place was empty. Papich’s bedroom
door was closed. But unlocked. When I stepped inside and closed the door,
I heard laugher in the backyard and saw through the tight slats of his blinds
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white grill smoke rush against the window. His aquarium hummed with the
subtle complexities of an expensive domestic oceanworld—oxygen tubes,
filters, dials, temperature valves. The fish coasted gently through plastic
plants, puffing and blinking across the green gravel and chunks of smooth
plaster cut and painted to look like real rocks.
I opened the top dresser drawer and looked at his knives and pellet guns,
which had somehow betrayed me as well. So I closed the drawer and
decided that I'd never want them again.
Blue and green fireworks flashed through the blinds, and the charges
shook the window. I reached around behind the aquarium and turned two
temperature dials set at three and seven all the way up to ten. The humming
got louder. Bubbles flushed through the water and rippled the surface, and
the fish swam about in quick
of underwater terror.
I ran home to my family’s backyard party, and nobody there noticed that
I’d even left. My Uncle Wedge Ratko was drunk. He put his arm around
me and said, “Why you hiding in there? Look at all this beer!”
The next morning’s hungover quiet of the house shifted when my
brother and sister got up and started bickering about the television. The
squabble soon soared to a slapping, crying battle that ended with a loud bang
and my sister’s dangerous screams. By the time I’d made it to the front
room, my parents were already there. My sister lay sobbing in our father’s
lap, her face and his hands drenched in the blood that spilled from the
at her hairline. My brother had pushed her over, and she’d landed headfirst
into the coffee table. The injury needed a doctor’s attention: fifteen
stitches—the first of that day’s two catastrophes that my parents would never
off.
After they went to the hospital, I sat in the silent freedom of our house
that hadn’t been empty for months. I didn’t even turn on the television. I
watched the traffic for a while and saw Papich come home in the same
clothes he’d had on the day before. He went inside, and I started to worry
about what I had done to his fish. I had gone into someone’s house illegally.
My fingerprints were still on the aquarium dials. The fish, certainly dead,
murdered, were worth thousands. I went to the kitchen for water to cool
the nerves that needled the skin on my scalp.
Our front window suddenly shattered and fell. I crawled under the table
because I knew exactly who had busted it out. And how. I waited, and
when nothing else happened, I crawled across the carpet, then got up and
stepped over the big, jagged slashes of broken glass to the big space where
they belonged. I peered out. Papich was across the street in the bushes next
to his porch, waiting to see who would come out of my house, father or
mother or me, to investigate. When nobody appeared, he climbed out, and I
saw that he’d been crying. He had a pair of Iron Niggers in his fists. His
fish were all dead. He had just found them scalded and floating like chunks
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of boiled chicken.
He crossed the street into the yard and held the guns out like a veteran
day crawled back
slinger. Then seen.
he started
I dove onto the
“anyfloor and
under the table. Pellets sailed
through the house and battered the walls into
same
pocks of ripped wallpaper and puffs of dusted plaster. Pelted picture glass
splintered and fell from the walls, the smiles behind them left tattered and
gaping. Two Pabst Blue Ribbon beer steins on the fireplace mantle cracked,
crumbled, and dropped.
Curled under the table, I realized I could never tell my parents how or
why any of this had happened. Later that afternoon, when my father charged
across the street and brought Papich and his father over to point out the
damage, Mister Papich shrugged and said, You have no proof
son did
any of this. Did you do this, son?”
“Nope.”
“And your own boy said himself he didn’t see who did it. I’m sorry, but
you just have no proof.”
My father called the police, but they too did nothing beyond ask me
what I had
“I was under the table,” I told them. “I was hiding. I couldn’t see
anything.”
I told my father the
thing when, after the Papiches went back home
and the police cruised away, he tried to shake the truth out of me. But he
never did. What he did do was spend the rest of the
and most of the
night nailing a bunch of plywood scraps over all the broken windows
throughout the house—and they were all broken, every last one—with a
maniacal intent and complete disregard for
order or sense of curbside
appeal. What was left looked like a backyard fort, a shitshack built of
crisscrossed and oversized and undersized and misfitting, flaky, faded boards
that uglified the whole goddamn street and darkened the inside like a closet
of garbage.
And in the end, it was he, my father, not Brian Papich or myself, who
got into trouble, big trouble, over the whole ordeal. After weeks of
threatening phone calls to the Papich house, weeks of pounding on their
door and looking in their windows late at night, yelling on their front lawn,
my father was finally arrested and spent a week in jail for harassment. A
restraining order was issued against him. Everyone in the neighborhood
knew. My father never did get work that year, and in October, we moved
out of the state. But long before that, while I cowered under the table in the
midst of that morning pellet attack on our house, there was a brief pause.
Papich was reloading, but he was also sobbing. I heard him clearly through
the broken windows. He said, “I hope you die, you motherfucker!” His
voice cracked hoarse in deep weeping.
Then everything started again. The front door windows, all three
bedroom windows, even the kitchen windows that looked out at the rusted

firin
my
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backyard swing set, anything left that was glass or ceramic shattered and
collapsed all around me, until Papich finally ran out of pellets and there was
nothing in the house left to break.
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Lisa K. Buchanan

Never Knew You Well
Picture it: drafty, fetid, thin-walled rooms; televised talk shows masking
the groans and mutterings of bent
as they hobble between mattress,
toilet, and plug-in hot plate. With pension funds in the United States down
two trillion dollarsi and more than five million seniors living below the
poverty line,ii we squander our human wealth, forsaking the aged precisely
when we should be thanking them for their productive career years. In
contrast, my three-part solution would embrace retirees as assets—
environmental, economic, and social—to both
and country.
First, the year 2016 promises a profound confluence of developments:
The
wave of Baby Boomers will turn seventy; the price of oil will
astronomical; and a single thermo-depolymerization (TDP) facility
(sponsored by our Environmental Protection Agency) will be
to convert
200 tons of fresh bowel, entrail, and viscera into 500 barrels of clean-burning
fuel oil per day.iii In this way,
can
the misery of 880,000 indigents
and extract, from that 96,800 tons of senior, a domestic oil yield of 107,556
barrels per year.iv Now, I realize that hydrogen, wind, and solar power
the current darlings of the sustainable-energy movement, but the technology
necessary for their large-scale utilization is expensive and years away, while
TDP (which
mimics and accelerates our planet’s own geological
processes) is both cheap and immediately feasible. Beyond the political
advantage of reducing foreign-oil dependency, families could avoid the strain
and drain of grandma’s inevitable decline and sell her remains at peak value in
a thriving, competitive market. I am fully aware that a few
traditionalists will object to such innovation; the sentimental may choose to
employ their resources closer to home; the cautious may hesitate to invest
their inheritance in the energy industry which, it must be owned, has
generated some public skepticism. For this reluctant minority,
proposal
features the ecological option of freeze-drying the corpse via liquid nitrogen,
then pulverizing it into an odorless powder for ceremonial purposes and,
ultimately, soil amendment. Such wide scale composting could reinvigorate
private tree-planting and pride of garden ownership while bringing, quite
literally, new life to the funeral industry with advances in private processing.
Second, with a 42.9 trillion dollar shortfall projected for Social Security
and Medicare over the next seventy-five years,v our nation’s current policy is
not sufficiently compassionate or fiscally sound to cope with aging citizens’
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need for long-term care. Who among us has not witnessed the anguish of an
elderly person, shunted between hospital bed and nursing facility, tormented
by failing organs, bereft of the recognition of loved ones and then finally
accorded an undignified regression to spoon-feeding and diapers? Who has
not witnessed the prolonged agony of a beloved grandpappy who should be
remembered for his jokes and whittlin’ rather than for the vomiting, narcotic
stupor of his final days? With
humble solution, the seventieth birthday
could mark not a prophecy of pain, but a culminating civic contribution, duly
commemorated with the mercy of a peaceful death. Our nation’s healthier,
wealthier seniors could then enjoy a robust economy not depleted—but
supplemented—by their povertous peers. (Middle-class seniors are shrinking
in number such that their cases can be individually administered.)
Third, the elderly account for twenty percent of the self-inflicted deaths
in our country, with depression as the leading risk factor.vi Not only would
my plan reduce opportunities for senior suicide, but it would also lessen the
public expense of dubious “lifestyle” programs (diet, exercise, cultural, and
intellectual engagement). As executives in corporate healthcare will attest,
solution provides a necessary check on the too-awesome power of doctors
to make crucial medical decisions about recovery prospects and end-of-life
care. It also would stem the heinous practice of assisted suicide, whereby
interested parties, acting under the guises of mercy, administer lethal doses of
“medicine” or remove life-support. Some will argue that the right to die is a
fundamental freedom, but I ask, should we not first protect vulnerable
citizens from those who would taint life-and-death deliberations with
pecuniary matters?
In conclusion, I wish to state that I stand no personal gain in promoting
this necessary agenda, as
retired father is sound in mind, body, and
pocketbook, and my mother died nobly and unselfishly (stroke, diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, breast cancer, lupus, chemical sensitivity, and
prolonged hopelessness) before her time.viii

i “Retirement Accounts Have Lost $2 Trillion So Far” San Francisco
Examiner October 2008
ii “Newly Released 2009 COLA Forecast Would Keep Five Million Seniors
Below Poverty Line”
http://www.reuters.com/article/pressRelease/idUS169751+14-Feb2008+PRN20080214
iii “Turkey Fuel? Factory to Turn Turkey Guts Into Crude Oil” National
Geographic News 25 November 2003
iv Lisa K. Buchanan, conservative estimate
v “Congress in No Rush to Fix Medicare and Social Security” Christian
Science Monitor 27 March 2008
vi “Facts About Depression in Older Adults” American Psychological
Association http://www.apa.org/ppo/issues/olderdepressfact.html
vii Author’s mother, d. 28 November 1989,
68
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Sue Williams

Useless Sleeper
I’d taken to eating my breakfast in the corner, cross-legged, chewing at my
toast, and you, Dad, never knew how hard I watched you walk. There, in
your dressing-gown, padding round the kitchen, you’ be hunched,
squinting, bashing down cups, the kettle’s rumble growing in your wake, the
milk jug set at its
But being low down, I mostly watched your feet.
Even in your slippers, they gave themselves away, misshaping the leather,
which should have been smooth. See, Mum had told me that, when you
were small, your bones had been crammed into too-tight shoes, and as I
faced your crooked toes, I couldn’t help but stare; it was the way the second
folded back across the first, piggy-backing, a useless sleeper, and the keyhole
gap between the two, that always fascinated. Yet the thought of touching
them always repulsed me—I’d flinch at the sight of that twisted skin. So
why, now that I’m a woman and you are in the ground, do I reach into your
slippers, trying to find you?
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Four Poets on First Books
This year we’ve been interested in thinking about the first book, so poetry
editor Corinna McClanahan Schroeder and senior editor Douglas Ray have
interviewed four poets with their own first books: Camille Dungy, author
of What to Eat, What to Drink, What to Leave for Poison (Red Hen Press,
2006) and Suck on the Marrow (Red Hen Press, 2010); Charles Jensen,
author of The First Risk (Lethe Press, 2009); Carrie Jerrell, author of After
the Revival (Waywiser Press, 2009); and Sean Nevin, author of Oblivio
Gate (Southern Illinois Press, 2008).

Camille Dungy
Describe the joy of the 14-line poem.

So much to do in so little time. As a younger writer, the 14-line prescription
forced me to look carefully at language, to shed flab, to tweak nuance to its
full potential. Make. Every. Word. Count. It was an exacting exercise.
And, also, it was a relief. So long as I wrote 14 lines (and on particularly
blank blank page days I often set a 10-syllable-per-line limit), I had drafted a
poem. Of course, I would have to go back to that draft again and again and
again until what I had was a poem rather than the draft of a poem, but I was
going for 14 lines, not 20 or 36 or some unknown number. I had limits and
therefore a goal. I had 140 syllables to say something worth saying. It’s easy
and impossible all at once. Like going home.
If What to Eat, What to Drink, What to Leave for Poison were an animal,
what animal would it be and why?

Jaguar? One of the early poems I wrote that never showed up in the book
but which has continued to inform
thinking about the book and
especially Thornton, the first fully-formed character in the book, compared
him to a jaguar. The poem itself was never fully realized, but I think that
beauty, blackness, force, energy, and vulnerability still stalk through the book.
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The second book—harder or easier to write than the first?

My parents call me their favorite younger daughter and my sister their
favorite older daughter. The implication is not so much that they
us
equally as that we are individuals beyond compare. My experience with the
second book was different from my experience with the first. Some of the
things I did to try to purposely distance myself from how I wrote What to
Eat, What to Drink, What to Leave for Poison ended up being driving forces,
once I embraced them again, in my completion of Suck on the Marrow.
Some of the things I did in Suck on the Marrow, the
book never asked of
me. I'm working on a third manuscript, and the pattern holds. I guess this
will be my favorite third book.
What does the third person point-of-view offer you in poetry that the
first person does not?

Breadth. Honesty. I actually think people lie a lot when they talk about
themselves, or they don’t really understand themselves. Maybe it’s not the
purposeful dissimulation as implied by the word “lie.” So third person gives
a chance for another point of view, perhaps a keener eye or at least an eye
with a different perspective. Just as the mask allowed by persona can often
free a writer to write more truthfully about herself (so, in a way, by writing in
a first person voice a writer is actually embracing a third person perspective),
the third person gives me a chance to get to different truths than
speakers
might be able to reveal on their own.
Tell us the best or strangest or sexiest reading that you’ve ever attended.

I love this question, and I wish I had an easy answer for it. I remember every
Lucille Clifton reading I’ve ever attended. I have always been moved beyond
measure, carried through a number of emotional responses from laughter to
tears to thoughtfulness when I hear her read. I remember meeting
Gwendolyn Brooks twice, though I was young each time, and remember
what happened after the readings and her immense openness and grace
toward little, impossibly young me more than I remember what she did far
far away on the stage in some giant auditorium. I remember my godmother,
as part of her toast at my wedding, reading a poem from What to Eat, What
to Drink, What to Leave for Poison about my grandfather, who had passed and
couldn’t attend the wedding, and I remember she did this unbidden and that
it seemed a pretty spectacular thing that poetry could bring a person into a
room and tie together friends and family like that. I remember Rita Dove
once reading in thigh-high purple suede boots she’d had made in Italy. I
remember several readings by the incomparable Rebecca Brown (American
Romances') in which my heart raced and then she paced me back to slow
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breathing and then raced my heart again. She was in that much control of
my physical reactions to her words, and I never ever wanted her to stop
reading to me. I remember more than I want to get into here, because, as I
write this, I realize that I actually have quite a few very emotionally-charged
reactions to memories of readings. This reminds me why I think it is so
important to attend and support and encourage the public reading of
literature. There are so many ways that readings
move a person. If you
haven’t already, you might check out From the Fishouse
(www.fishousepoems.org) and experience some of our best emerging poets
reading their work out loud.
Quick—whose book is on your nightstand right now and what do you
think so far?

Here’s the current stack and summation:
This Cold Heaven: Seven Seasons in Greenland, Gretel Ehrlich. (I wish I could
live in Greenland for awhile). The Entire Earth And Sky: Views on Antarctica,
Leslie Carol Roberts. (I wish I could go back to Antarctica for awhile).
Birdwatching in Wartime, Jeffrey Thomson. (I wish I could visit Costa Rica
for awhile). Alice in Wonderland, Lewis Carroll. (I’m not sure I’d like it
down the rabbit hole, even for awhile). Black and Brown Faces in America’s
Wild Places: African Americans Making Nature and the Environment Part of
Their Everyday Lives, Dudley Edmondson. (I need to stop this interview and
go outside and walk awhile.)

Charles Jensen
You’ve recently published your first collection of poems, The First Risk.
What were some of the frustrations and pleasures you experienced?
More importantly, I know you’re an event planner—did you have a
release party? Who were some of the red carpet guests?

The contest process was very frustrating to me. Over several years, I paid
hundreds of dollars to publish other poets’ books which, honestly, I don’t
mind,
I would
bought them anyway and paid one way or another,
but the long stretches of time between submission and rejection began to
wear me down. I could only be a bridesmaid so many times. When I started
sending The First Risk around, I started with presses that were running open
reading periods. I sent to Ausable Press and got a very kind, personal
rejection from Chase Twichell in what ended up being their last reading
period, and then I sent to Persea Books. The response from Persea was so
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encouraging I almost passed out when I read it. It was a rejection, yes, but it
was the most kind, enthusiastic, and apologetic rejection I’ve ever received.
In fact, whenever I feel demotivated or defeated, I pull out that letter and
read it and remind myself that my work is worth doing. The long wait time
between getting my contract signed with Lethe and the actual publication
was a bummer, but it all evaporated when I got my book—my big, beautiful,
ostentatious book.

I didn’t have a release
I don’t know if this is true of other professions,
but the last thing I want to do when I get home is plan an event for myself.
couple of people offered to host or throw a book party for me, but
everyone’s busy, and none if it came to pass. I’m good with it. I had a great
couple of readings in DC and a fabulous trip down to the Atlanta Queer
Literary Festival, which were all close enough to my book’s release that they
felt like a
Now that you’ve got one book published, you’re a pro. Any words of
advice for those currently preparing a first manuscript?

I’m a pro? I feel more like washed-up! I can’t imagine having to go through
all of this work AGAIN. I understand why people go years between books.
(Actually, why many second books follow quickly after the first—because
people were writing them while trying to publish the first manuscript.) My
experience with first manuscripts is that they make a nice lining for a desk
drawer. I’ve trashed a lot of my own work. My M.F.A. thesis? Trashed. I
kept two poems, moved them into a new manuscript. My first chapbook
came out of that, and then I trashed the rest. Then I wrote another
manuscript, and Living Things came out of that. I haven’t trashed the rest of
that one yet, but I’ve been close. Then I wrote The First Risk. So...my
advice? Don’t stop writing. My very first manuscript taught me a lot about
putting a book together, and I realized later that I was sketching out the
kinds of poems I was going to write later, the poems I wanted to write but
couldn’t then. I don’t know if that’s really sage advice or if I’m some kind of
anomaly. Perhaps both.
You published with Lethe Press, a publisher which targets books aimed
towards the GLBT community. Tell us some of the reasons you chose
to publish with a "gay” press? Corollary to that: is publishing with
such a press a beneficial move for marketing the book?

Some gay poets are reluctant to identify or be identified as such—as a
“gaypoet.” I don’t have those kinds of reservations. I am gay, and in
opinion, it’s had a big part in shaping the lens through which I view the
world. And I think of the example set by Alexander Chee, whom I recently
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met. Alexander asks that any introductions written of him include both his
NEA Fellowship and his Lambda award because he wants younger gay writers
to understand that they too should aspire to the highest honors and awards,
that we
have those things. I remember how, in college, I found and
devoured a small book called Boys Like Us: Gay Writers Tell Their Coming Out
Stories and how important it was to me to know that there were other people
like me writing books.
What are five or six books, albums, or movies that all people, especially
poets, should experience?

What a cruel question! My answer will vary depending on
guarantee these choices for the next seven days:

week so I only

1.
Mathias Svalina, Destruction Myth. It proves that sincerity and irony
can share the same bed.
2.
Hole, Live Through This. Courtney Love can instruct you on writing
from the gut.
3.
Pedro Almodóvar’s All About My Mother. Because love is always
urgent.
4.
Buffy the Vampire Slayer (the complete series). My boyfriend just
spent six months watching the whole show with me, and I think he’d feel
cheated if I didn’t include it here; plus, it’s good for management training.
5.
Dylan Landis, Normal People Don’t Live Like This. I told Dylan that
she writes with “the poet’s certainty that everything is really something else
in disguise,” and I stand by that claim.
6.
Streaming Netflix. I know it’s not a specific thing, but it has totally
changed my life and introduced me to 30 Rock and a bunch of movies that I
wouldn’t have watched unless they appeared
in my home with little or
no effort on
part.
You are not only an actively publishing poet, the editor of an online
journal, and a successful underwear model, but also the Director of The
Writer’s Center. How has directing a nonprofit arts organization given
you perspective into the world of writing, publishing, and the arts?
Many graduates of M.F.A. programs consider teaching or bartending as
their only viable options for employment post-graduation; would you
encourage M.F.A. grads to consider the nonprofit route?

I definitely would recommend this work, although, like teaching, it requires a
certain kind of person to be successful. Administrators must be both creative
and organized, must appreciate bureaucracy and seek to destroy it where it’s
unnecessary, and they have to be able to spread their passion for art to others
who may be reluctant to get started. I’m definitely “behind the curtain”
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most of the time now, when I’m at work or not at work. I go to readings,
and I think, “Gosh, why are they doing it like that?” or “I’m totally going to
l that idea.” So it gets hard to escape work. my
I’ve gotten to meet and
continue to meet some of the most famous writers and some of my favorite
writers, and they have to talk to me because I’m often the person holding
their check. In thirty or forty years, I think I’ll be bugging folks at the
assisted living facility about how I had dinner with Art Spiegelman and talked
politics, how Michael Chabon carried a pink RAZR cell phone, and how
Walter Mosley explained why he tried writing a softcore porn novel. What I
like is that my specific job really brings together teaching, community
development, and arts management. If you looked at my resume before I
started this work, I had all those pieces but never in one job. And I actually
pursued an M.A. in nonprofit management I liked it so much. It’s
incomplete, though—I skipped taking
last course because I got my job at
The Writer’s Center.

while

Carrie Jerrell
From the book’s opening epigraphs—one taken from John Donne and
the other from Tom Petty—the reader knows that After the Revival will
borrow from and incorporate disparate sources. Which
writers/songwriters were you consistently reading/listening to
the
book was being written and why?

Well, this is a dangerous question because, once I get started on the books
and the music, I have a hard time stopping! Regarding the writers toward
whom I gravitated while writing this collection, I must first and foremost say
that I am madly in love, and have been since I was an undergraduate, with
Richard Hugo. I adore his work: the muscle of it, the sound, the energy.
The way he risks sentimentality. His adoration for the dying small town and
the barren but beautiful landscape. His work is the mark I aimed for most
often while I was writing After the Revival. After Hugo, the other poet to
whom I was most attached during those years (and still am) was Erin Belieu.
She is one of my poetry heroes—her work is just so razor sharp and
indestructible. As for others, I read pretty widely: Auden, Frost, Plath, James
Merrill, Tyehimba Jess, Sarah Manguso, Cecily Parks, John Poch, Greg
Williamson, B.H. Fairchild, Rodney Jones. Everything by James Wright. A
lot of Elizabeth Bishop. Seamus Heaney. Mark Jarman. I was all over the
place, but that’s sort of how I work in general; I go through periods where I
read and read and read like crazy, then I hit my limit and won’t read
anything for a month or two.
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I’m even more schizophrenic when it comes to tunes, but if I could create a
compilation album to serve as a soundtrack to After the Revival, these
the
most important ten artists/groups that would be included:
1.
Tom Petty—He is my muse. If I could have one song played at my
funeral, it would be “Mary Jane’s Last Dance.” And “Saving Grace” is one
of the most incredible driving songs ever.
2.
Neko Case—Big, busting-at-the-seams vocals and some of the most
imagistically interesting lyrics. And the art for Middle Cyclone\ I was so
pissed that I didn’t think to do that—crouch like a warrior on the hood of a
Mercury Cougar wielding a five-foot long sword!—for the cover of After the
Revival.
3.
Drive-by Truckers—DBT balances anger and humor so well, and
their songs always tell great stories. I was two paces away from using the
opening line from “Hell No, I Ain’t Happy” as an epigraph to the book.
4.
Patsy Cline—The divine Ms. Patsy, my idol in every way. Her voice
is both weapon and balm. Deep down, I know that every heartbreak poem I
write is just another attempt to come close to the magnificence that is “Fall
to Pieces” or “He Called Me Baby.”
5.
Phillip Glass—The pieces on Glassworks are some of the most
beautiful piano compositions I know. His work is so meditative. Wonderful
stuff. I listened to it a lot when I couldn’t handle music with lyrics.
6.
The Trinity Hymnal—I’ve heard the songs from this hymnal since I
was in the womb. I hate the trend of “worship songs” that’s so popular in
contemporary church culture; most of them are vapid, both lyrically and
melodically. Traditional hymns have so much more meat to them, and
they’re such an integral part of my upbringing, that I come back to them for
all sorts of personal and artistic reasons. My two favorite hymns are Fanny
Crosby’s “Jesus, Keep Me Near the Cross,” and an 1828 hymn written by
Hugh Stowell about the mercy seat, the last verse of which goes, “O
my
hand forget her skill, / My tongue be silent, cold, and still, / This bounding
heart forget to beat, / If I forget the mercy seat.” So beautiful.
7.
James McMurtry—Texas outlaw, balls-to-the-walls country. I know
for at least one poem in the collection, I had “Choctaw Bingo” on repeat for
a solid three days.
8.
Yeah Yeah Yeahs—Karen O is such an intense vocalist, and the lyrics
are mesmerizing.
9.
Kings of Leon Another band I had on repeat a lot. The lyrics of
their second album, Aha Shake Heartbreak,
especially stripped down and
tight, something I find hard to do in my poems. But I learned a trick or two
from them.
10.
Lynyrd Skynyrd—“Free Bird.” “I Ain’t the One.” “Sweet Home
Alabama.” “Tuesday’s Gone.” I could go on and on. Greatest Southern
rock band ever. And, of course, I’m just as in love with their mythology as I
am the tunes.
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The second section of your book is a sonnet series on various aspects of the
American wedding—you begin with the processional, cover the ring and
the garter toss and work your way to the toast. How did this sequence
come into being, and why did you
to use the sonnet form?

The sequence started during one of those summers where it seemed I spent
every Saturday at a wedding. The collective schmaltz of the experience really
got to me, so I started to write the poems out of annoyance, just to poke
fun. “The Bouquet Toss” was the first poem, and it was such a blast to write
that I just kept going. Then I started doing research, and learning the
vocabulary of dresses, cakes, invitations, etc., was so interesting that I
couldn’t stop. Somewhere along the way, the sequence became (at least for
me) more than just
poems about weddings; I started to see
them as an extended commentary on the way so many people view marriage
and materialism and love today.
I chose the sonnet form for two main reasons: one, it’s the form most
traditionally associated with
poetry (i.e., Shakespeare’s sonnet #116,
“Let me not to the marriage of true minds,” is statistically the most popular
poem read or recited at wedding ceremonies or given as a toast). And two,
most of those very popular love sonnets have been written by men. So I
thought I’d see what would happen if a slightly snarky, single, thirty
something female took love and marriage and weddings to task using a form
long dominated by the old boys’ club.
Place is clearly essential to your poetry, and After the Revival is, in part,
a portrait and a celebration of the Midwest. How does your physical
location influence what you write? For example, did you write many
Midwestern poems while living in Texas?

I did. I wrote nearly all of
Midwestern poems while I was living in Texas
and, before that, in Baltimore, Maryland. I get incredibly homesick for the
Midwest, and the longing in those poems comes from that condition. At the
same time, I have a lot of contentions with my hometown and my
upbringing, but it wasn’t until I moved away that I began to gain some
perspective and really started to address those issues in productive and artistic
ways in my poetry. I lived in West Texas for four years, and it came to feel
like home to me, too. I imagine, now that I live in Kentucky, that my
longing for Texas will begin to show up in my work one way or another, too.
In general, I get attached to landscapes and places quickly and fiercely—
they’re easier to
than people, are they not? But I don’t seem to be
to write about them until I’ve lost them somehow—thus, the pining for them
that shows up in my work.
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There’s a violent streak—sometimes actual and sometimes
premonitory—in After the Revival (I’m thinking of “The Poet Prays to
the 9mm under the Driver s Seat”) and also in the two poems which
appear in this issue. Talk about violence’s place in your poetry.

Well, to put it bluntly, I think violence and destruction can be beautiful, and
I find their power attractive at all sorts of levels—everything from bumper
cars to bow-hunting big game to bungee-jumping. I
the adrenaline rush
that comes from those dangerous activities and others like them. More
importantly, for the poems, I
that violence can be transformative, that it
has the potential to be redemptive. For instance, I think if you are not a
changed person after you kill your
deer, you must be pretty cold-hearted.
Or if you’ve watched a demo crew implode a skyscraper and not been moved
by an inexplicable
of intense fear and excitement. That, in part, is what
I’m after in the poems in which violence plays a part. In many of them, the
violence goes hand in hand with love. I don’t think this is anything new; sex
and death have been explored in tandem
the Greek tragedies. And if
you are a person who experiences love in particularly deep, passionate ways,
to pretend you aren’t going to experience the loss of that love with equal
passion is unhealthy, I think, and a lie. While I was writing “Demolition
Derby,” I kept Roethke’s “My Papa’s Waltz” always at the edge of
consciousness; love and violence
inseparable in that poem—one doesn’t
exist without the other. That difficult balance is what I wanted to achieve,
too.
Now, I hope it’s obvious to a reader that I do not think you have to get hit
in order to really understand love. Or that the only fruitful way to deal with
the demise of a relationship is to destroy your ex or yourself. That’s
ridiculous. And, in general, I do not find chaos attractive at all, and I don’t
condone uncontrolled violence. I don’t think people should go around
randomly popping off their handguns or wailing on their enemies. A friend
of mine once described the difference between the two in terms of American
football and bar brawls.
bone-crunching tackle can be a thing of beauty—
violent, no doubt, but finely executed in a controlled environment. Bar
brawls, however, where the participants aren’t even lucid enough to know
what they’re doing or why, and are just screaming and swinging instead, are
nothing but ugly. Language and, for me, traditional forms are means of
controlling the destruction or violence that shows up in the content of my
work. In a poem, I
explore those
and impulses and hopefully
transform them into something lasting and beautiful.
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You have several poems, including the two that appear in this issue, in
which the poet speaks to nonresponsive entities—a clip point knife, a
memory stalking her. What does this premise or situation offer you?

The set-up in these poems
several pleasant payoffs, I think. First, the
chance to explore a particular vocabulary. As I mentioned regarding the
wedding sonnets, I love doing research and studying the vocabularies of
certain subjects to figure out their metaphorical possibilities and to find fresh
contexts in which to use them. Plus, the words themselves are so interesting.
“Gambrel hooks,” for instance, in the clip point knife poem—what a
beautiful term! Second, these poems are mostly explorations of loneliness,
and what’s lonelier than confiding in an object that will offer no emotional
response whatsoever? Third, and related to the second reason, because the
objects themselves are incapable of responding, the speaker imbues them with
a response herself. So the premise of the poems involves not only, “Here is
what I have to tell you, clip point knife, about my loneliness,” but also,
“Here’s how I think you
involved in this feeling; here’s what I think you
are giving back to me.” Having both of those processes at work in the poem
makes them (at least I hope) more interesting and complicated.

Sean Nevin
How do you know when or if a first book is “finished”?

Good question and one I suspect would be answered differently by everyone
you ask. In my book’s acknowledgements page, I thank my wife for
“believing me each time I finished this book.” That is to say, I must have
walked out into the blue light of our living room smugly satisfied and
proclaimed to her, the book is finally finished at least a dozen times before I
was able to believe myself and stop revising.
I think more than a single eureka moment, I was better able to detect the
times that Oblivio Gate was not finished, those times in which I was selling
the project and myself short because I wanted it to be done. It is, I believe,
to a violin-maker’s intuition. The way the hands will judge the heft,
balance, and feel of the thing, that and of course the ear, how all the pieces
sound together. That intuitive sense of the “unfinished” might be more
recognizable than any abstracted idea of finished. It was Valery who said a
poem is never finished, only abandoned, right? So the same would hold true
for a book and maybe a violin.
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Now, when did I abandon the book? My quick answer is when I could sleep
at night, but really it was when the vision for the book, every story,
voice had been exorcised. That said, there’s the potential danger of
overworking a thing, revising the life right out of it. The relatively new
culture of first-book contests can enable this too. First books
not what
they once were, and contests are often the primary gateway to a debut
collection. The competition is
and the books are usually tight,
polished, and often thematic. So I guess in short, I suggest trusting one’s
self and listening to the book. A manuscript rejection certainly does not
mean it needs revising, and a finalist or even acceptance does not necessarily
mean it’s finished.
In the title piece of Oblivio Gate and elsewhere, you use a three-line
descending stanza. Describe its appeal.

Think tent poles. You know those collapsible metal rods in three distinct
segments? Three separate
joined at their core by one expandable cord
of thought. I don’t think of these stanzas as tercets as much as I do a
trifurcated line.
series of three breaths strung on the same cord of
meaning. Many of the lines were longer in earlier drafts and evolved into
these three-lined creatures as a result of breath and hesitations; this was how
I read them. I liked the added opportunities for line breaks too—the chance
to play, to enjamb. This playfulness was a way to surprise myself, expand
meaning, and eventually became a process of discovery in the poems
themselves.
You are a wonderful writer of the self-portrait. Any self-portraits that
you wouldn’t want to write?

Thank you. The self-portrait was a liberating vehicle for me in Oblivio Gate.
The self-portrait poems became a kind of mask, a sleight-of-hand that
allowed me to speak for others with a kind of authority, to
in the first
person, to take liberties, assume personas, to lie in order to tell a larger truth.
But of course I was simultaneously doing what we always do in art right:
revealing the self. So no, I can’t think of
self-portraits that I wouldn’t
want to consider.
Forecast your second book. If it were a weather front, how would the
meteorologist describe it?

Weather front? Oh, I don’t know. Hopefully the meteorologist would use
words like eminent and powerful and make comparisons back to last
century’s great ones, you know, the category fives. Although I do like the
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idea of sideways rain and stoplights swinging over emptied streets, really it’s
steady working for me. I have to fight for one poem at a time between a
busy work and family life, so maybe a tropical storm gathering strength
somewhere in the Atlantic Basin would be more accurate. I am working on a
new project now but am not sure yet how it might strike land.
Meteorologists, like critics, usually misread the big ones anyway.
Give us an epigraph that you’re dying to use and haven’t had the
opportunity to do so yet. (We promise—we won’t steal it.)

Well, I do have a quote from boxer Mike Tyson on a Post-it note stuck to
my computer monitor. It reads, “I’m on the Zoloft to keep from killing
y’all.” I initially wrote it down because it seemed so bizarre and, well, funny
when I stumbled across it. It’s still there because it has affected me strangely.
I think about it often. Maybe it’s that it’s also so
tragic at its core. I
think those moments that can exist simultaneously in two emotional camps,
the humorous and tragic, are ripe for exploration in poetry. I don’t know if
there is a poem there for me or not yet, but I have not taken the Post-it
down. That says something.
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John Oliver Hodges

Chlorine
Artist’s Statement

When you’re into photos, photos hang around with you. You put your life
into making them, using fibre-based papers, none of that throwaway resincoated stuff that would insult your subjects, whose flattened dimensions first
appear in negative on wet strips of film. You hold the strips to the light, are
pleased with what you see. The people that you have deemed worthy of
now safely condensed. You mix more chemicals. Your people
emerge in pools of Dektol, are soaked in stop bath, and fixed, and you wash
them according to archival standards. By morning you are dizzy. Your hands
have absorbed a lot of the chemicals and you go to bed exhausted, a caustic
flavor in your lungs. The pictures make their way into boxes, small
communities of silver, proofs of the places you have been and the people you
have known or cherished. Years later you decide to color them in order to
extend the process, to hold on longer to a thing irredeemably lost. The oils
and turpentine sting your eyes, but this only emphasizes the hold of the
original moments, when your shutter was released and a home was made for
an unreasonable burden.
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Why So Sad?
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Sissy's Catch
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Beer Getter

Carefree Morning
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Country Children
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Linoleum
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Hal Ackerman

Cross Legs Before Reading
Colin, my bladder technician, has become my skin buddy. He calls me
by name without looking down at my chart. “How are we today?” he
pluralizes and
me into Cubicle #4 of the Santa Monica Urology Offices.
I
come to think of Cubicle #4 as my home away from home. It has all
the amenities a fellow could want: An examination table with its rolled-out
waxy paper covering. A HAZMAT receptacle. Some nice charts, from which
I learn that the bladder is a decent-sized organ. Nothing small and nutty like
its neighbor, the prostate. It is a roundish, resilient repository catacombed
with inlets and fjords. There is nothing subtle or elegant in its operations. It
is a prehistoric blowfish, designed for the singular purpose of collecting,
storing, and releasing urine. Its vulvatious musculature is protected with a
harder core around its perimeter. This is where my tumor resides. Oh, and
there is also a nice picture window in the room.
We talk a little sports, Colin and I. Isn’t this what
two guys would
do when one guy is pulling his pants down around his knees and the other is
preparing to daub the tip of that bared penis with sterilizing ointment? He
snaps the mucuous-colored polyethylene gloves onto his young black skin. Is
it me or the substance he is about to inject into me that he is reluctant to
touch?
There’s only one way in. He undulates, jimmies, snakes the long plastic
tube into my ancient infrastructure. He looks away as if his hands were
doing something the rest of his body was unaware
like a car thief sliding
his thin metal probe down the driver’s side window, alert for witnesses.
Despite
Zen-like approach to surrender, to be undefended and
welcoming, my muscles clutch and tense. He’s going the wrong way up a
one-way street. Up up up and out. The probe emerges out into the wider
cavern, the nozzle like a one-eyed worm popping up through the surface and
peering around Mars in search of liquid.
He compliments me on the emptiness of my bladder. He
not only
pleased but impressed. But I should not diminish the compliment. This is a
man who knows emptiness and has seen it in
My arid, gasping, fish-wide mouth of a bladder is now infused with 80ccs
of liquefied, attenuated live tuberculosis bacillus. The how and the why are
unknown. But it appears to prevent recurrences of bladder cancer. So I close
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my eyes and imagine an exotic aquarium. Beautiful deep-purple coral in
luminescent water. And in this glowing grotto, embedded to its sides with
long persistent taproots, are these dancing arms of seaweed, these butterfly
wings, these tumors, these undulating cancer angels.
Whatever kills them makes me stronger. The vial of liquid is emptied as
mine is filled. Colin withdraws the implement, tosses a few tissues for me to
clean up the salve or lube between my thighs. I feel just a wee bit invaded
and discarded. I gingerly pull up my pants, take one last look around the
room for sentiment’s sake before leaving.
The
past the waiting room is bowlegged and slow. I still feel the
piping inside me. If the same people watch me leave as saw me go in, they
will surely think the purpose of my visit was to come out looking thirty years
older. I feel like I have become hollow-eyed, convex-chested, paper-boned;
held together merely by the grace of mild winds.
Later at home, just a few minor indignities. After two hours of sloshing,
begin the evacuation. Gorge on water. Flush it out. Pee sitting down.
Bathe the bowl with chlorine bleach. Let marinate for fifteen minutes before
discharging it to the public sewage. Rinse and repeat.
This is not the first cancerous organ whose bludgeoning into remission I
have written about. Last year it was the prostate. I am becoming a regular
commuter to this archipelago. Island-hopping the Carcinomas. I wonder,
though, am I a battalion of marines recapturing lost territory from Tarawa to
Iwo Jima? Or the dark inkspill of Russian Communism spreading across
Europe in the 1950s? Is Cancer my writing territory? My Yoknapatawpha
County? My Madelaine? If I am eating myself alive for inspiration, before I
go too far with this, I ought to find out how many organs it
to make a
book.
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Camille T. Dungy

The little building in which I find the
ancient clositer store-room of St. Severin,
which is going to disappear.
-Eugene Atget, Printing Out Paper (1903)

All that will be lost has been set already into stone
from which the Madonna and her child emerged,
Mary already weeping, or perhaps not yet begun.
Centuries have torn the human features
from her face. The store-room she protects,
centuries dismantled even those good intentions.

The city turns away and concentrates
on swallows. Puddles pond the patio, reflecting
the three beams that buttress one remaining wall.
The burred trees’ vernation, another unseen.
The leafing will dormant? Or finally done? The city
turns away and concentrates on mortar. In faith,

this view is but a portion of all a soul might apprehend
who wandered through the past’s unkept cloister
some early hour, before the warming spring. But here,
if by here is meant now, this is all the negative, developed,
revealed. The city turns away and concentrates on all
it must desire. One gothic archway framing a window,
light crowding the left corner, overexposing the print—
gelatin silver emulsion, paper toned with broken down gold.
Mary already weeping, or perhaps not yet begun.
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Camille T. Dungy

The Night’s Big Ball
The moon bounces in the limbs of the locust, frogs
rib each other and coyotes join in on the laugh.
The crickets will pack their fiddles at daybreak,
but Mary’s caught by night and falls. Kicking
and dipping, delightful. She wants everyone

to see her whirled, but the calla lilies

and the crocus went to bed and won’t get up.

The collie dances and watches a man, and a woman
that man strides beside concentrates on a stroller
and a child and the rattle she rattles, and the moon
slips from the limbs of the locust, the moon climbs down
the stairs. The child is the town
her rattle simple
as a well-wrought urn. Darkness keeps time,
hand on Mary’s shoulder, hand in her hand.
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Charles Jensen

After Oz
I stand in the shack’s doorway watching clouds gather.
Toto’s growl means nothing good will come of this.
The wind’s light hand brushes my cheek. I am made of weather.
The false night’s sheer drapes cloak the house. Clouds get fatter.
The sky glows deep green, sickly witch’s skin.
I stand in the shack’s doorway watching clouds gather.

How I came to be back in Kansas doesn’t matter—
I want to be lifted again, held in the mouth of the wind.
The wind’s light hand brushes my cheek. I am made of weather.
The clouds spit tobacco rain upon the dirt, blackened splatter
turning our fields into small seas. I only have one wish:
I stand in the shack’s doorway watching clouds gather
and beg them to churn. Swirl up, winds; pulse and lather
your funnel tongue along the ground. I will this house to lift
in the wind’s light hand, brushing my cheek. I
made of weather.

Fly. Fly. I call for the sky to fall. Give me another
chance—I want to go back—I want to go back—begin again,
sucked from the shack’s doorway and spun in clouds, gathered
in wind. My hand brushes my cheek. I am made of weather.
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Charles Jensen

Orange Dusk
Joseph Smith (1805-1844) founded the Latter-Day
Saints movement in 1827 by announcing he had
discovered a series ofgolden plates that he later
transcribed into the Book of Mormon. He served as
the religion’s first Prophet until his assassination.

Along the river: dusk, houses crackle and pop,
their flames shimmering in water. Illinois burns now.

Children scream because their world is burning—
what else is there for them to do?
Horsemen wearing hoods carry torches through our town,
touch the writhing tips to anything that ignites—

such as my neighbor, who runs into the street, his cries
to be shot left unheeded. His garments pull fire
to skin and keep it there, draping him in flickering cloth.
His face—purpling, shiny with sweat and blood—
becomes a stranger’s. The horses’ clomping grows quieter,
a drumbeat marching toward the trees.

The fire talks and talks as it eats our homes,
as it dizzies my friends, strangles them to the wood floors

where their bodies become fuel.
The sun’s fading light makes fire in the sky.
Orange is everywhere, seething over beams and bodies,
dripped from draperies, sizzling and searing
like a galaxy of little suns, each one
bursting open, consuming itself
and all the small planets nearby.
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Robert Long Foreman

The Road to Leeks and Pears
In the last few chapters of The Road to Wigan Pier, a study of the British
working-class, George Orwell
a defense of Socialism which, he admits,
is in fact an attack on Socialists. He writes, “One sometimes gets the
impression that the mere words 'Socialism and ‘Communism’ draw towards
them with magnetic force every fruit-juice drinker, nudist, sandal-wearer, sex
maniac, Quaker, ‘Nature Cure’ quack, pacifist and feminist in England.”
Lest the fruit-juice drinkers be mistaken for those who are, innocently, fond
of the contents of an orange, he goes on:
I have here a prospectus from another summer school which states its
terms per week and then asks me to say ‘whether my diet is ordinary or
vegetarian.’ They take it for granted, you see, that it is necessary to ask
this question. This kind of thing is by itself sufficient to alienate plenty
of decent people. (174)
Incidentally, this morning I filled out a sheet of paper that asked if I
would prefer, at a dinner function, to eat a meal of meat or vegetables. I
opted for the latter. The question did not come from a Socialist
organization, or even a moderately liberal one, so it is clear that refusal to
consume dead animals has become, despite Orwell, acceptable to non
Socialists since Wigan Pier's publication in 1937.
Even before then, despite what Orwell would have us
a vegetable
diet was not confined to fringe Socialists. In the 1915 novel Herland,
Charlotte Perkins Gilman portrays a utopian society governed exclusively by
vegetarian women. J. S. Bach, as Stanley Godman mentioned in a letter to
the editor of The Musical Times in 1955, “almost certainly ate sausages,” but
Richard Wagner, a vegetarian, did not. The International Vegetarian Union
lists among its famous politicians Sir Thomas More and Thomas Paine—
though Paine wasn’t really a politician.
In a press release from November 1, 2000, the Vegetarian Society in
England announced it had approved a brand of imitation caviar; it states, “for
the first time, vegetarians will
the opportunity to try a luxury product
that has the appearance, taste and smell of Beluga Caviar.” The release then
states that “The Vegetarian Society created the word vegetarian from the
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Latin 'vegetus' meaning 'lively' (which is how these early vegetarians claimed
their diet made them feel) in 1847 and it has always excluded fish and fish
products such as caviar.” I cannot determine if this is a joke. I have always
assumed the word “vegetarian” came from the word “vegetables,” and so has
the Oxford English Dictionary. It also claims that the word was in use before
the Society was founded, and it is at moments like these that I’m glad not to
be a member of a vegetarian league, not only because of their apparent
capacity for weird and pointless disinformation, but also because I am
sometimes guilty of eating fish or of watching someone cook fish on
television and thinking it might be nice to try some. The Society, apparently,
forbids this.
The Society would not have approved of my actions if its executive board
could have seen me eat salmon when I visited my parents at Christmas, and
they would not likely understand if I explained to them that I ate the salmon
merely to make my mother happy, as she is convinced that I love salmon
when in fact it makes my face itch after I eat it and tastes to me too close to
something that would walk on land.
I do not share Orwell’s distaste for vegetarians, but while he preferred
Socialism to Socialists, I prefer vegetarians to vegetarianism; they are more
forgiving, they admit their occasional cravings for shrimp, and none of the
herbivores I know
websites that establish rigid guidelines for a dietary
preference that feel more or less arbitrary to me, when I have enough trouble
keeping my stomach clear of soups and other dishes that contain chicken
broth.
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Erin Elizabeth Smith

It’s Spring and Everybody’s Writing Love
What easy metaphors—
The hummingbird sheen
of oil slicks, sprinklers
wetting jalapeno plants
in a neighbor’s side-yard,
tilted husks of hydrangea,
that impossible green
of religion.

This is not us.
Instead—
A violin of marrow. Avocados
in summer. Lime like a small ship
in stemless glass.
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Erin Elizabeth Smith

Lovebugs
Honeymoon flies, telephonebugs,
a life of endless in-flight copulation.
They swarm the humidity from the Gulf
to the wet Carolinas. Not a true bug
in the order Hemiptera, but a fly
that lifts from grassy lands, siphons
the nectar of magnolia, oleander. They bang
into banisters, off the flushed cheeks of men
waiting for buses, a ten-year-old girl’s
open-mouthed laughter. The slow drift
of the insects like campfire ash,
the splashed bodies Pollacked
on each bumper, love turned
beast and blood in the streets.
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Libby Cudmore

Wishful Thinking
I wish I were my sister on prom night in 1995 so I could know what it’s
like to be the most beautiful woman in the universe instead of a four-eyed
geek with bad hair and bad clothes. I shouldn’t have been so nasty to
Nayla—what if she really did kill herself like she always threatened to in order
to get our attention? I wish I’d gotten into the Smiths earlier and left the
bad poetry to Morrissey. I wish
best friend now were my best friend back
then; he aligns our ten-year age difference by saying things like, “I saw
Return of the Jedi the year you were born.” I wish I’ worn a big creamsicle
ball gown to prom and left the boyfriend at home, spent the night dancing
instead of babysitting a wallflower. I should go back and draw mustaches and
eye patches in my yearbooks.
I wish I’d spent more time in the backseats of boys’ cars. I should have
lost my virginity two years earlier to Martin, two years before he got engaged
to a fatty and I got stuck giving it up to Aaron. I wish I’d had sex with
Anthony so his then-girlfriend/now-wife could lay awake wondering Was
than me? to serve her right for sitting me at the date table, over
by the kids’ buffet, far away from our friends, the
she married a guy I
should have slept with. I should have pawned Aaron’s engagement ring and
used the money to hop around London for a weekend. I should have
bypassed Jason entirely.
I wish I were the water sliding down my best friend’s back. I listen to
him shower from where I pretend to sleep on the couch when I visit him and
his beautiful wife. I wish I were the coffee he drank; I wish I were the food
he ate. I want him to consume me, even if it means I’m only part of him for
a few short hours before he disposes of me.
I wish I were Geena Davis in 1987 when she was still married to Jeff
Goldblum and Jeff Goldblum was still gorgeous. I wish I were Geena Davis
on any given day of the
I wish I were snarky and British and said
words like “Wanker” without looking like, well, just that. I wish that
smoking wouldn’t kill me because, damn, it looks cool. I should drink more
black coffee, and I should drink it late at night.
I
I had a book deal, a pink party dress, and a ferret. I wish I had a
pierced nose, purple hair, and a place to go dancing on Saturday nights. And
I wish, more than any other wish, that I could be my best friend’s wife for
one minute, that’s all, just one fucking minute, just long enough to look into
his wide blue eyes and say
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The United States of Failure:
A Conversation with Stewart O’Nan
Stewart O’Nan was born and raised in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He graduated
from Boston University and worked as an engineer before getting his M.F.A. at
Cornell. His first book, the short story collection In The Walled City
(University of Pittsburgh Press, 1993), won the 1993 Drue Heinz Literature
Prize, and his first novel, Snow Angels (Doubleday, 1994), won the Pirate’s Alley
Faulkner
for the Novel. In 1996, Granta named him one of America’s
Best Young Novelists. A prolific writer, O’Nan has written twelve novels and
two nonfiction books, including a chronicle of the Boston Red Sox’s 2004
season co-written with Stephen King. His most recent novel is Songs for the
Missing (Viking, 2008). After living in Connecticut for several years, Stewart
and his family have recently returned to his native soil, Pittsburgh.

been typecast. Your fiction ranges from
historical to noir to literary, and you also write nonfiction. Do you work hard
to write the same book?

TOM BENNITT: You’ve

STEWART O’NAN: I think it’s just natural. As a reader, I love all different
kinds of books so it makes sense that I’d try to write them. Lately, though, I’ve
been writing quiet, intimate pastorals, veering away from the loud or sensational,
and I see those elements even in the weirder, direr early novels.

TB: You mean you’re not writing a vampire or zombie novel?

I love those old tropes, so I don’t mind the recent monster overload.
TB: So the current project is a “quiet” novel?

SO: I’ve just finished a sequel to Wish You Were Here. It’s a Pittsburgh
called Emily, Alone. It’s a novel about an old lady who lives by herself. Not
sexy or flashy, but again, I hope it’s intimate and leaves readers room to see their

lives in hers.
TB: Is your writing process the same

each book? Do you plot extensively?
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Do you follow a voice or character?
SO: The process, like the approach, depends on what they’re dealing with. My
goal is to get their emotional world across to the reader in the most powerful
way. Early on, I often plotted backwards from a climactic event, while now I
find an initial event that creates major imbalance that the character then spends
most of the book trying to set right. So the later books have become more
shapeless and not quite as streamlined, but also closer to real life, I hope.

TB: I read a recent interview with John Banville in which he said that writers
shouldn’t do much research because the imagination balks at too many facts.
When I write about a subject that I don’t know well, research is crucial to me.

What do you think?
SO: I think some facts can send the imagination off like a rocket. I like doing
research and need to, especially if
character is from a culture or has a job that
I know little of. But if research makes it onto the page in undigested form, the
reader can feel like they’re being lectured to. So it’s essential, yet dangerous.
TB: So you like doing research, but what about editing? I recently heard that
Barry Hannah’s Ray began as a 700-page manuscript and was whittled down to
about 100 pages.

SO: I write way more pages than I use, but not as many as I once did. My
earliest hero was Tolstoy so for a long time I was trying to rewrite Anna
Karenina, and I’d get interested in every single character that crossed
path.
TB: You’ve written novels in first, third, and even second-person point of view.
Without giving away all your secrets, would you describe what goes into that
decision?

SO: Point of view, like tense or tone or diction, has to do with cracking open
that nut of character as the events unfold. Sometimes you want to use firstperson and be more intimate (like with Arthur in Snow Angels or Marjorie in
Speed Queen) or go to third, pulling back a
and staying colder to undercut
what could become maudlin or melodramatic (as with Patty in The Good Wife or
the
family in Songs for the Missing). The second person is a special case
and seemed to me the only way to get across the public and private lives that
Jacob is living in A Prayer for the Dying and also his descent in the middle of the
ind.
TB: Speaking of Jacob, who is the narrator of Prayer, at one point, he says, “If
there’s anything your jobs have taught you, it’s to take death seriously, give it
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the same respect as love.” Can you talk about the impact and importance of
death in your novels? For example, Annie’s death at the end of Snow Angels
shocked
Did her death catch you by surprise during the writing of that
novel, or was it somehow inevitable?
SO: Flannery O’Connor, Stephen King, and
love of horror movies were the
major influences on the earlier novels, which are truly dire, focusing on some
heavy dichotomies: love-hate, peace-war, innocence-guilt, faith-despair. In those
universes, the ultimate result of a loss or lack of true faith was death, and often
those deaths were violent and shocking. In Annie’s case, her death at the hands
of Glenn was both the inciting incident that started the book and the event that
I—and Arthur—was trying to understand. How do you kill the person you love
the most in the world? How does love turn into hate? So, long before Arthur
came into the story, Annie’s death was an established fact, one that wouldn’t
leave the narrator alone.

TB: That’s fascinating. What about ghosts? Since my days at summer camp—
when my counselors told stories about a former cook who chopped off his hand,
disappeared into the woods, and returned each summer to stalk young
campers—I have loved ghost stories. How have ghosts and the gothic informed
your work? I know, for example, that The Night Country is narrated by a
teenage ghost.

I see the gothic element as the internal secrets that characters try to hold in
but somehow can’t. As Denis Johnson’s character in “Emergency” says,
“There’s all this stuff inside us and it wants to get out.” So the pursuer, as in
Poe, is always the character himself. Finally there’s no escape—as Larry in The
Names of the Dead learns, or James in A World Away or Jacob in A Prayer for
the Dying. The ghosts in
books are more often memories, usually memories
of earlier and better selves. Even the literal ghosts in The Night Country are
haunted by the place where they grew up. What frightens us isn’t the unknown
but what’s inside ourselves.
TB: That’s a wonderful description of gothic. I loved “Emergency” and that
entire collection, Jesus' Son. You’ve also written extensively about the working
class—factory
a Wonder
truck driver, Red Lobster employees—
and the myth of the American Dream. How did growing up in 1970s
Pittsburgh, when the mills were still running but quickly declining, affect you?

SO: Pittsburgh’s honoring of work and workers is part of me, and also the sense
that the American Dream doesn’t happen for everyone—that the good blue
collar jobs that built the middle class in Pittsburgh and other northern cities
were the first to go and that nobody outside the region cared as long as Wall
Street was okay.
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TB: I totally agree. The Armco steel mill in Butler—my hometown, located
north of Pittsburgh—was still running through the 1980s when I grew up there,
but it shut down while I was in college. Although it reopened under new
ownership a few years later, the town is not the same. It’s never recovered.
Butler is also the setting for Snow Angels, which recently was made into a film. I
really enjoyed the movie. Even though you weren’t involved in the writing or

production, what was your opinion of it? Do you or will you ever write
screenplays?
SO: I liked the movie. It’s very different, but I think David Gordon Green, the
director, captured the tone of the book. I’ve written numerous screenplays,
mostly adaptations of novels that I love, like Denis Johnson’s Angels and William
Styron’s Lie Down in Darkness. It’s a way of rehabilitating a book and its

characters, a way of getting even closer.
TB: I still love the Beckett quote, “Fail again, fail better.” I heard that you have
kept rejections from a magazine or publisher in every state? How has rejection,
something almost every writer must go through, informed your writing?

SO: I’ve got a “United States of Failure”
on the wall of my office to
remind myself that not everybody loves
stuff. And not everybody has to.
It’s okay if half the readers who pick up my book finish it. That’s not a failure, if
the
who do finish it are moved. The hope is that your book will mean
something important to a reader, that it will bring them closer to the rest of the
world and to themselves, that they’ll find something true in it.
TB: How has your writing evolved over the last five or ten years?

SO: I think it’s gotten closer to how we live and how people get from day to
day, what
do to endure, and further away from the conventions of adventure
stories and Hollywood. It’s less entertaining in the popular sense and closer, I
hope, to how it feels to go through these events.
TB: How do you see the future of literary fiction in the “new world” of

publishing?
SO: It’s not the rosiest, but when was it ever? All a writer can do is write the
best book he or she can and hope it finds its readers. Unless you’re a big
bestseller, you have to win your readers one at a time, and that’s how it should

be.
TB: Thanks a lot, Stew. I really

it.

SO: Thanks for the opportunity.
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Dabbs Anderson

Reactions to Living in Cold Spring

Self Portrait, 2008
watercolor, charcoal on paper
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Lone Horned eating space worm, 2009
pen and ink collage on paper
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Old Red Falling Out, 2009
watercolor, pen and ink, wood burner on paper
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watercolor,

Hung in the greener, 2009
ink, collage on paper
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So Very Many Friends, 2008
pen and ink collage on paper
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Frank Gallimore

Mudslide
Thigh-deep in leaves, listen
to the cabin sink. The train’s quick,
wailing its old sound on flooded tracks.
The window’s soaked, the briars worsen.
Drowned men get hoisted from the muck.

And heaving the fallen hundred
year-old redwood, showering with seed
on shattered porches, we find at last no grid
for the ground we open or the ground
we close. In the paper: loggers dead.
And there, in the far grass
I’ll count the silhouettes of flooded and
headstones stacked willy-nilly into stairs
to a blue room, the yellow stars
of daffodils, a shallow field
emptied of its shallow secrets,
the catatonic sleep of cows.
I must arrange the junk in rows
of a quieter sort of hell.
Listen. In the mashed house the pell mell

of nothing to pass on and none
to pass it to. Rain’s fracas drags
the small hours out until girls, sleeping
in their fathers’ shirts, wake to the mocking
violin of mosquitoes, the absence of dogs.
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Jackson Lassiter

Walking the Blind Dog
The blind dog might tumble akimbo off a curb if my vigilance lapses
(true fact—it happened once, accidentally, before I knew how to walk the
blind dog and before she’d learned to walk as one).
Our outings demand
patience—we loiter more than walk. But she’s
old so I don’t mind, and I keep it simple, taking the same turns every time.
She’s adept at mental mapping, having long ago mastered the la-la loft
condo’s layout. She has only once been terribly, temporarily skewed by an
ill-conceived furniture rearrangement. Even then, dogpaddling at heaven’s
gate if one computes the usual canine to human conversions, she mapped
anew. And now our walk has carved itself in her Shih Tzu memory.
She nose-tests the elevator’s door when it dings on our floor, then leaps
in if nothing bumps. Eight downward dings later, we are deposited in the
lobby. Outside, she immediately yanks toward the alleyway (right turn),
following the tease of last night’s catfish dinner special seeping from the
cafe’s dumpster. Here, she pees (copious and beer-yellow—been hours).
At V Street, she turns left where the concrete slabs have been tossed apart by
the Herculean roots of a black walnut. They are a helter-skelter walkway, and
the blind dog must crawl, nose to ground, on point for the brown dirt-wood
scent of a lifted or gapped stumbling block. Still, this is where she poops,
always mid-sidewalk. She won’t trust the more unreliable grass and soil, and
she cares not whose curb appeal she defiles. No, she squats where the urge
strikes and where the playfield is relatively level. I hover at the ready, right
hand blue-bagged, to claim her warmth, staring apologetically at the lucky
neighbor’s home, especially when he sits on his porch—as the cat man often
does.
Cat man: relic of the old neighborhood, revealed before seen, if the
breeze is just so, by the stank of cigarettes and cat piss, which the dog
ignores. She turns a deaf nose to him and the new folk buying up this
gentrified block of reinforced windows.
We proceed east. Mid-block is where our local gang hangs out, more
beautiful in their dangerous skin than is right. Also block remnants, they
what my father would have called “juvenile delinquents.” Or worse. I try
(successfully) not to make eye contact and (unsuccessfully) not to inhale their
fine male scent. I sense their disgust, hear one spit old fag, retarded dog. We
move on. One day they will shoot me, everyone warns, but it doesn’t keep
me away.
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The city’s Art School lists above the next corner, tattered symbol of art’s
dwindling status. The dog turns left again (north on 13th Street) where the
stones cobble underfoot. Here we listen to a joyous drum circle or flute or
acting lesson (fighting or loving or fear) or the hammering and sawing of
prop construction, with laughter, all of which I don’t mind loitering through
and all of which assures us, the blind dog and me, of art’s real value.
On the next corner sits a chain-linked vacant lot, overgrown and very
peed upon—even my human nose knows this is where all dogs leave their
mark. Their urine is a calling card printed in the grammar of dog pee, which
only dogs understand. The blind dog adds her note.
We turn left, west on W Street, where two crows and a starling trade
insults over a tossed-off chicken bone. The crows are bigger, but
money’s on the starling who bickers tenaciously. A sapling strangles itself in
the rusted links. I snap a twig with leaves veined and raspy; they taste of
bitter gum, which tells me they
The stump end of the branch thupthup-thups against the wire as I cajole the blind dog into moving along.
Between the pee lot and the condo stands another row of homes, these
occupied by recent immigrants (taxi drivers, mostly) except for Mrs. Wu, the
uprooted suburban gardener. Mrs. Wu strongly encouraging socialization,
her timid Ping Pong (Shih Tzu, too) against the gate with a calloused
foot. The dogs numbly exchange sniffs. I admire Mrs. Wu’s tree peonies.
The starling flies overhead, chicken bone in hand (or more correctly,
beak) as the blind dog, cued by the thwack-thwack of cars rattling over a
loose manhole cover, pulls me left into our alley.
In the elevator, I unleash, reward (butt scratch and/or belly rub) as she
stares up at me, dead eyes eerily unfocused but on a happy face. We count
the dings back up to eight.
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Melissa Scholes Young

Silk Flowers
While you stood in your yellow organza dress on a flatbed truck hearing
your voice for the first time in a microphone on Mother’s Day, your mother
cringed. Her smile tightened. Her teeth clinched. She wore a blue
with a black plastic belt cinched tight around her slender waist. You had
watched her thumb through the pages of the JC Penny Big Book, licking her
finger so that the thin paper would stick as she lifted and folded back the tiny
catalog corners. She ordered the dress for “something fancy,” she said, and
when she came out wearing it on this day, your heart thumped hard in your
small chest. Your brothers didn’t want to go. They said it would be boring.
They said you were a showoff. They said you acted like you were better than
everyone else. And they were right.
You became a published author that day, winning the writing contest
sponsored by the Courier Post about why you had the best mom in the
world. Into an enormous metal microphone with your voice screaming, you
read, “I have the best mom in the world because I have best dad in the
world, and the best daddies pick the best moms. The end.” Your third
grade teacher, Mrs. Burrows, told everyone that she helped you edit your
entry, but she didn’t. Your father wiped at his eyes with the back of his
hands. “That’s my girl,” he said to the man standing next to him, the one
with the dog who barked while you read. “That’s my girl,” he said, reading
your winning entry in the newspaper the next morning at breakfast. “Eat
your eggs,” your mother replied.
After your reading, they gave your mother a ten-dollar gift certificate to
the Ponderosa, and you hoped she’d take you with her to celebrate. She
didn’ But someone had paid for your words and that left you with none to
speak. As they pinned the red silk corsage on your mother’s chest, she
whispered in your ear, “They aren’t even real.” You thought she meant you.
That your words weren’t even real. That you weren’t even real. It took you
years to realize that your mother preferred fresh flowers and daughters who
were silent.
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Carrie Jerrell

The Poet Speaks to the Clip Point
Knife on Her Windowsill
It’s a tender hunter who kisses
the doe’s throat before hoisting her
onto the gambrel hooks, but aren’t you
just that, when your every entry
into an underbelly is a whisper-thin
meeting of desire and devastation?

I’ve lifted the chin of the hung doe
to watch my likeness fill her eyes.
I’ve waited to be emptied. And when
I drew you last night along the curve

of my rib, I sounded no objection,
since the hand that wrapped around
your hilt seemed not my hand, the body
not my body but the doe’s.

On these lonely white fog mornings,
I cannot see what approaches
through the trees—hunter, doe,
hunter and doe—so I render you

the hunter. That rendering
I can control. What’s beyond me
is my
to feel the doe’s last leap
over a fallen log and her fall, for I am
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something other than the doe, and you
are only an instrument. What I mean
to say is, in the hunter’s hand, you sever
part from whole in movements

mirroring the doe’s leap, and,
in the end, I know that hand is mine.
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Carrie Jerrell

The Poet Speaks to the Memory
Stalking Her
Yesterday at PJ’s Happy Hour, the big-screens went black,
Rhonda ran out of whiskey, and the jukebox played

the Allman Brothers’ “Whipping Post” three times.
Don’t think I sat there dumbstruck. Don’t think I missed you
slinking out the back with a full fifth of Maker’s
and your high-pitched cackle, the pockets of your camo pants

plump and clinking with quarters. You
took the limes.
And my stolen left-front hubcap? Your handiwork
I’m sure. You were hoping I’d yank the right one off
and lose a finger. That's what
get, you’d chide,
for trying to achieve balance. Well, I’ve got news.
While you were gone, I mastered the unicycle

without training wheels and bought canned goods
in odd numbers. I accepted the
that 1 isn’t prime.

I know now when I’m in another bed and can’t sleep,
it’s a sure sign you’re doing recon back at my apartment,
smoking Lucky
like
assassin and busting
my windows with your elbows. Let me remind you

my cutlery and beer remain off-limits, my gun
is not hidden in my panty drawer, and the La-Z-Boy
never was your chair. You’re the reason I have
a killer roundhouse kick, my heel perfectly square
against the
dummy’s jaw, and why I’ve committed
to memory whole pages of the Rand McNally.
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Oh yes, I’ve learned from you. Next time you jump me
as I leave the bar, pushing me so hard against the fence

that it cuts my face, notice how I wipe my blood away,
slowly, with the back of my hand, like an action hero.

Notice I push back. Helmetless, I will steal the getaway
Harley you stashed behind the dumpster and leave you
tied to the chain links in your ripped shirt
and sorry face paint, leave you trying to add it all up

in rain that pelts your eyes like spit while red welts rise angrily
on your back in the symmetrical shape of my silhouette.
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Jon Palzer

Nature Defeated, the Devil Arrives to
Console Us
-After Hawthorne and McCarthy

I emerge, all ashes and gaseous bones,
from behind the veil of bracken,
to survey this empty space
of your inheritance, my gift,
through which I slither to embrace you

mindlessly fingering your horror,
a desperately tender retrieval of a dew drop
from a tin can, a quivering lip slaking
an endless thirst, my shadow snapping above
you like a cloak of keening jackals.

Stagger with me along your asphalt path
crumbling with the susurrus of gray light
and poisoned water, the mad chortle
of your shopping cart clattering over
a road of shattered ribs.
Nestle beside me and realize at last this one thing:
have enslaved one another in a symbiosis of desire
and fear. You chose this before all other choices.
The banquet before you half-eaten and left to rot,
conspirators at every plate, pockets stuffed with silver.
And now your vow of eternal regret as the morning
slouches against the ruins of your cities, the icon
of rebirth become the chalky face of a child in a cave.
At the threshold, faint forms emerge—withered grasses,
a carcass picked clean. Filthy newspapers flittering
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on a chain-link fence become your vestment.
You are paralyzed by this casket-truth. At last
you understand but are ashamed nonetheless.
And so, look behind you, and welcome,
children,
to the communion ofyour race.
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Hope and Day: Megan Abbott and Jack
Pendarvis Converse
An Introduction by William Boyle
I
read Megan Abbott’s work in 2006. I was a huge fan of Vicki
Hendricks and James Ellroy, and someone guided me to Abbott’s Die
Little. I immediately became a fan. Almost no writer has impressed me more
over the last few years. Abbott has been called the “new queen of noir” by
Ken Bruen, and Ellroy has said that she’s “poised to ascend to the top rung
of crime writing and possibly something beyond.” Abbott’s latest book,
Bury Me Deep (Simon & Schuster, 2009), is based on the true story of the
“Trunk Murderess,” Winnie Ruth Judd, and the main character, Marion
Seeley, is the perfect noir lead: vulnerable, lonely, and ready to be tripped up
by fate, like Tom Neal in Detour. Violent and poetic, Bury Me Deep is
quintessential Abbott. The prose is economical and suggestive, tough and
focused. If Abbott were a boxer, she’d be known for her grace in the ring,
known for coming away without a scratch, known for her quiet poise and
primal aggression. She’d be champ in a few different weight classes. She’d
balance science and art. She’ cut glass with her punch. She’d have you
praying at her feet.
Abbot is the author of three other novels, Die a Little (2005), The Song is
You (2007), and Queenpin (2008), all published by Simon & Schuster; she
has written a nonfiction
The Street Was Mine: White Masculinity and
Urban Space in Hardboiled Fiction and Film Noir (Palgrave MacMillan,
2002); and she is the editor of a female noir anthology, A Hell of a Woman
(Busted Flush Press, 2008). Her short stories have appeared in Damn Near
Dead: An Anthology of Geezer Noir (Busted Flush Press, 2006), Wall Street
Noir (Akashic Books, 2007), Queens Noir (Akashic Books, 2007), and
Detroit Noir (Akashic Books, 2007). Originally from Detroit, Michigan,
Abbott earned her Ph.D. at New York University and currently lives in
Queens, New York, with her husband, novelist Joshua Gaylord.
When I moved from New York to Oxford in the summer of 2008, I met
another favorite writer of mine,
Pendarvis. I was thrilled to discover that
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he also adored Abbott’s work and was good friends with her to boot. For
purely selfish reasons, I pushed for Pendarvis to interview Abbott for The
Yalobusha Review, and he was kind enough to agree to do
Pendarvis, a
humorist who often parodies non-literary forms like
histories and letters
to the editor, is the author of The Mysterious Case of the Valuable Treasure
(MacAdam/Cage, 2005), Your Body is Changing (MacAdam/Cage, 2007),
Awesome (MacAdam/Cage, 2008), and Shut Up, Ugly (forthcoming), which
is a pastiche of the pulp detective novel. What we have, then, are two writers
at the top of their game. Here’s some magic for you.

JACK PENDARVIS: Did you watch the Johnny Mercer documentary on
TCM?

MEGAN ABBOTT: I’m taping it right now! I went to his house in
Savannah. He wrote "Goody Goody,” which is one of my favorite strange
Sinatra renditions (that, and “My Lean Baby,” which is not a Mercer song,
but I love it when Sinatra sings that his baby is so skinny that, when she
stands sideways, he thinks she’s gone!). Did you watch it?
JP: Yes, it was fascinating. How did it come about that you went to Johnny

Mercer’s house?
MA: Josh [Abbott’s husband, the novelist Joshua Gaylord] and I went to
Savannah to see all the good Savannah sites (Conrad Aiken house, Flannery

O’Connor house), and for pirate lore.
JP: I didn’t know there was a Flannery O’Connor house in Savannah.

MA: Yes! Flannery O’Connor’s childhood home is on one of the squares in
Savannah. Apparently it’s renovated now, but when we went, we couldn’t
get in. You could peer in the windows and see knotty old chairs and
cobwebs. And it faced this enormous cathedral that just loomed over
everything. Supposedly she taught a chicken to
backwards in the
backyard. No one ever seems to think of Flannery O’Connor in Savannah. I
think that’s why her house was so under-marked. It’s funny to think of her
staring at that cathedral every day, no avoiding it. But the creepiest was
Conrad Aiken’s house where his parents died in a murder-suicide. The house
just looked like a murder house. When I saw the Winnie Ruth Judd house
[the site of the
murders that form the basis of Abbott’s novel Bury
Me Deep], I thought the same thing. It’s funny how much we import when
we see these places. It’s like the Faulknerian gauze that clings to everything
in Oxford to visitors like me. It’s hard not to look at the courthouse square
and see Benjy and Luster going round and round. The Mercer house was
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kind of wonderful because it became the famous murder house from
Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil, so the whole place had this
complicated American gothic feel to it, with all that strange, dreamy
romanticism of Johnny Mercer, and all that tabloid madness overlaying it and
underlying it.
JP: Somehow I knew you would love Johnny Mercer. You sort of know

everything, or all the good things, like the time you told me about Bob
Hope’s mistress. Music is very important in your books. Can you talk a
little bit about the influence of music on your writing?
MA: Music for me is always linked to Americana, and certain songs or
songwriters just cling to me when I’m writing something. Lots of Doris Day
and Jo Stafford for my first book. Sinatra for my second.

JP: I love the idea of Doris Day having such dark connotations. What sort of
role did her image
in Die A Little?
MA: I am just absolutely crazy for Doris Day, since I was a kid. And I always
felt that, even in her sunnier moments, there was this sadness lurking behind.
Something about the brightness being blinding to hide something else. I
had her in my mind through the entire novel because that’s essentially the
story of the book, the gaudy mask that Alice (the putative femme fatale)
dons, and all the darkness behind it. Doris Day’s personal history is so
knotty—all those bad men—and that just floods everything for me when I
listen to her. I wonder if that’s a little like Bob Hope for you? There is
something harder, stonier behind his grin, right? I remember when I read
starlet Barbara Payton’s magnificent and torrid memoir, I Am Not Ashamed,
and she talks about her affair with him, and how he had to
her off. She’s
such a wildly seedy woman, and I love the idea of them together. Barbara
Payton ends up being a pretty big character in The Song Is You. I think I

even mention the Bob Hope liaison.
JP: That’s the only one of your books I haven’t read yet. Honestly, I put it

off because the way you inscribed it to me was frightening. You wrote, "This
is the sleazy one. Please still let me visit you in Oxford after reading it!” Why
did you write
MA: Oh! I think I was probably exaggerating for effect with regard to its
sleaziness, but it’s a Hollywood novel, which automatically puts it in a special
category of soullessness. It was very influenced by Sunset Boulevard and The
Day of the
and What Makes Sammy Run. And I think it’s my most
personal novel in that it’s all about my complicated but heartfelt
of
Hollywood, especially its Babylonian heart.
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JP: The Song Is You just shot to the top of my reading list. I recently played
a Doris Day record for some graduate students and they ran screaming from
the house. It’s interesting you talk about the “brightness” of Doris Day.
The album I was playing is called Bright and Shiny, and all the songs are
about happiness. It’s a concept album. On one song, the chorus is
something like “Ho ho ho ho ha!” But it’s in a minor key, and the laughter
seems forced.
MA: Bright and Shiny—I love that. See what I mean? The protesting too
much, veiling an inner despair? There’s a kind of frenzy to it that’s
completely insane. Why “bright” and “shiny”? Because it has to be.

Everything is good, I promise, I promise, I promise.
JP: You quote Jimmie Rodgers in Bury Me Deep. He isn’t the kind of
songwriter who usually inspires your work, although of course he makes
perfect sense with your plot (especially the TB thread) and your time period.
His voice seems to come from an almost ancient place, although he was really
a pop recording artist, one of the first.
MA: For Bury Me Deep, I listened to a lot of torch songs and old country
music, some hobo songs. Sometimes the rhythm of them infiltrates the prose
and I have to stop because it gets ridiculous. But I remember I had no title
for my last book, and then I heard Hank Snow sing “Bury Me Deep” and it

didn’t just give me a title, it nailed the whole swoony
feel of it for
me. I found Jimmie Rodgers because I was looking for
songs, but it led
me down a path into a lot of rich music I barely knew. I so agree with you
about his voice. It fit with all the hobo songs and lore I ended up digging
into. Not a lot of it ended up in Bury Me Deep, but the feel of it did. I just
started reading a lot of hobo memoirs, collecting all these postcards of hobos
from the turn of the century, and listening to hobo-related songs.
JP: Speaking of hobos (how often do I get to say that?), last time you visited
Oxford, I found you talking to a hobo expert. Is he a friend of yours, or did
you just happen to run into a hobo expert?

MA: I met Rod Wiethrop, whom you met in Oxford, at a book event in St.

Louis, and someone had told him I was interested in hobos. It was a wild
coincidence, but he had befriended Rambling Rudy in the 80s. Rambling
Rudy was dubbed “King of the Hobos,” and died just a few years ago. It’s
amazing how all this semi-hidden/forgotten history of America just shimmers
forward sometime. I keep doing book events where people end
knowing
the real-life counterparts for Bury Me Deep too.
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JP: Can you talk about the voice of Bury Me Deep It’s very strange and
haunted, longing and poetic, and generally different from the tone of your

other books.
MA: Yes, I do think it’s tonally different—guided, I think, by the older time
period. While it’s just 15 or 20 years before my other books, it felt so
different to me to write about the early 1930s, and it took me in very
different directions. As a book it feels both darker than my other books, and
somehow softer too.
JP: Marion [the main character in Bury Me Deep] seems almost Victorian at

first, and it’s interesting how
to Victorian times—generationally, I
mean—the 30s are. I imagine Marion raised in a household where Victorian
times still cling.
MA: I definitely thought of Marion as belonging to a Victorian world, even
if I probably couldn’t have articulated it as such. And Joe Lanigan’s wife,
she, to me, was the full-bloom hothouse, yellow-wallpapered flower. It was
one of the tensions that interested me: a world caught half between a formal,
repressed, oppressive but genteel era and this modern world of fast talk and

fast morals—freedom and decadence.
JP: I guess Queenpin is your only book with a title that doesn’t come from a
song.

MA: The title for Queenpin actually came from the Scottish crime writer
Allan Guthrie. When the book wasn’t yet a twinkle in my eye, he said that
should be my next book title. And the whole idea of the book germinated
from that. It does feel different from my other books in other ways, too—
much more of an homage, and rougher hewn.

JP: An homage to whom?
MA: My favorite hardboiled writers. I wrote it very quickly at the same time
as I was teaching a Hardboiled Novel class at the New School, and whatever
book I was teaching that week started to infuse the writing. So, if it was
James M. Cain week, it started to sound very confessional and when it was
Horace McCoy week, it sounded desperate and lost, and Chandler week, it
cleaned itself up a bit, and Spillane week, it turned rawer. It was so much
about my love for those books.
JP: I don’t know Horace McCoy.
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MA: Oh, my golly you would love him. They Shoot Horses, Don’t They? is the
one I taught. You’ve seen the movie? It’s an extraordinary book. And I
Should Have Stayed Home is a good Hollywood novel (it’s no The Day of the
Locust, but written around the same time, so very interesting).
JP: In addition to teaching those novels, you’ve written a scholarly book
about hardboiled fiction and film noir. But your novels don’t feel academic
at all. They are the real thing, not pastiches. They are literary in the best
sense: in the same
that Raymond Chandler or James Crumley are literary.
They aren’t literary in the disgusting sense of a “literary crime novel” by
some highbrow who is supposedly slumming by trying his hand at it for a
lark. What do you think of such people? Maybe I’m wrong about them!

MA: I find it really frustrating—not really on the part of those authors,
because I do think it’s, 90 percent of the time, from a love of the genre. But
I find it frustrating how much attention they get, plaudits from the
“establishment” (whatever that is) for, as the subtext seems to be, rolling
around in the mud so expertly.
JP: You certainly write real violence, not a
“literary” version. You are
very sweet and write extreme violence (I still have the image of the jaw
skittering across the floor in Queen-pin stuck in my head, to name but one
example). I see no contradiction. Do you?

MA: I am so glad you see no contradiction! Josh says it’s the same reason he

sees no conflict with me being an ardent feminist who loves Freud and Frank
Sinatra more than anything in the world.
JP: The three F’s: Feminism, Frank, and Freud.
MA: Freud and Sinatra both seem to somehow have a more enduring

influence on me than almost anything else. I love reading Freud because it’s
like reading a master novelist and a master literary interpreter at the
time. But also because even when he’s completely wrong, he’s partially right.
Josh has this line is his novel Hummingbirds. It’s about the wife character,
and this part I know is based on me. He describes her as believing that every
act of immorality is a secret
for correction. Sinatra, well, that goes just as
deep. When you listen to him, or watch him, you think, there’s a guy who
knows all the secrets of the world, and he’s telling them just to you. All his
bad behavior, the mess of his life, the rages and sorrows—he wears them all
both so heavily and so lightly at the same time. Somehow, Freud and Sinatra
both seem to mesh perfectly with my feminism for me, but if I tried to
articulate why, I’d probably undo myself.
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JP: Is there a feminist aspect to the prominence of women in your books?
Sometimes you seem to be giving voice to lost or forgotten women,

sometimes rewriting or dreaming their lives for them.
MA: I hope I’m giving a voice to women who sort of occupy the dark
corners of the past. That’s not a conscious thing for me, but it’s something I
like to think, after I’ve written. I love the idea of taking these characters who
flit around in the background of classic hardboiled or noir tales—the waitress,
the put-upon secretary, the neglected wife, the b girl—and bring them

forward to the center.
JP: Do you feel you were born at the right time?

I don’t exactly think of myself being born at the wrong
time. I have a longing for the past, but suspect it’s about longing, not the
past. I mean, I have this sense if I lived in the 1940s, I’d glamorize the WWI
years. Something about distance enabling us to create whole worlds from
bits and pieces of history and our own fevered heads.
MA: That’s

JP: We met because I sent you a fan letter on the internet. So I love the
internet. And if this was the 1920s maybe we wouldn’t
met. But
wouldn’t it be fun to live in the 1920s? But they didn’t have the internet.
Explain.
MA: We did meet on the internet. I forgot! I would never meet anyone
without it. How would we have met in the 1920s? I bet we would have had
an epistolary friendship for many years before I made the long train ride
down to Oxford. And when I arrived, you’d’ve taken me to a secret
roadhouse for Prohibition moonshine!

JP: I’m going to edit out some of our exclamation points.
MA: Yes, please, please remove some of my exclamation points. I think it
likely will make me come off like a manic Doris Day!
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John C. Evans

A Postcard from Las Lenas
He didn’t have the glow, at least not like you would have thought.
“Some guy landed a forty-five-footer today—front flip.”
“Who?”
“An American. Just west of Martes. A skier. Nobody anyone has heard
of.”

“Bullshit. Was it on film?”
“Yes, two cameras. And Facundo saw it.”
That’s how I heard about it, or him, I guess, only Diego’s the one who
told me about it so he would
used meters instead of feet. The guy
didn’t look cocky, just young, with a big, relaxed smile and long hair tucked
below a beanie. Diego had pointed him out the night before at Winebar.
This night we were shooting pool at a bar whose name I forgot. We were
high up in the Argentinean Andes. It seemed that only the Americans were
taking the tough lines. The snowpack was stable, and no one was afraid.
“It’s always locked. I just use the damas.”
Yeah?”
Yeah. I’ve been here three weeks, and I haven’t seen that door open
once. Where you from?”
“Vail.” I wanted to ask him straight out, but didn’t. You?”
“Taos, but I grew up in Boston....”
We talked for a while—about the snow conditions, where we had seen
slides and wet-sluffs, how ridiculously hot South American women are. I
never asked him his name. He never mentioned what he had been skiing. I
forget who pissed first.
“He did it.” That’s what I said even before anyone asked.
By noon the next day, he was dead
“Have you talked to Jim?”
“Sorry, don’t know him.”
There were some Americans we didn’t know over by Mountain Rescue.
Everyone was quiet. We hadn’t seen a helicopter.
“He came up short on a landing, and his helmet broke on a rock.”
That’s all I ever heard. That night I saw one of his friends playing pool
by
I wanted to tell him I was sorry, I wanted to tell him his buddy
seemed like a great guy, but I didn’t know how.
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After that, the place had a weird, muddy, end-of-the-season vibe, but we
could still get girls back to the hostel without too much trouble.
"No tengo
en la ducha, podemos astar solos ahi."
We rode what we would have ridden anyway.
Everybody laughed two nights later when, drunk, bloody, and concussed,
Charlie held a nurse hostage with a charge defibrillator.
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Sean Nevin

Departing J.F.K. International
I'd like to get away from earth for awhile
And then come back to it and begin over.
—Robert Frost

Bernoulli’s little miracle pans out again
as the quick surge and
of takeoff
hold.
I begin, once more, the steep ascent that leaves me
longing for the perfumed stewardess
with cropped hair and a drink cart.

I watch, through my face-sized window,
the slow departmentalization begin. Manhattan
assembles into a gridiron of cross streets
and avenues, as midtown’s buildings retract
into the landscape like claws. I order scotch,
and watch this island reduce itself
to a computer chip.
Somewhere over Indiana, the blunt geometry
of baseball diamonds and crop shapes shift
my gaze to the plastic tray table that hovers
above my lap like a razed city block.

I reconstruct New York’s skyline to scale,
erect one new building after another
until a strange spirit begins to rise
from the rows of emptied airline bottles.
I ration my dry-roasted peanuts in case of disaster,
line them up
file, inspect each one in my mouth.
They are oblong and brittle, like the dull rows of rivets
pinning down the sheet-metal patchwork of wing.
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The wing that holds the two screaming barrels
of engine. I
see it wants to buckle,
fold up and dive like a seabird banking hard,
burning in for the kill. At this moment,
I place more faith in these rivets than in anything.

My fourth drink assists me like a sudden gust
of tailwind, leaves me heady and introspective,
makes me think, I want a fifth. I am glad
to become nothing for a
a flash of shadow
swept across a ball field. For now, I am content
to buzz above this earth and study the slur
of heat that syrups the air behind jet engines,
like the two complimentary ice cubes
unraveling in my scotch.
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Sean Nevin

Tending Garden
In the end, the tulips always torque,
top-heavy and slack jawed,
the blossoms pull away from their own
fibrous stems: a writhing egg den
of spooked garden snakes
twisting away from the intrusion
of spade in earth.
This afternoon you confessed
it’s the simple work
you miss most. The chore of preparing
the soil, sinking bulbs past the knuckle
of your thumb, and the slow job of waiting.
Even now you won’t change
the flowers in your room, their white petals
strewn like so many bed sheets kicked off in fever.
You say look at the tulips, they become themselves
and we call them beautiful.
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Michael Filimowicz

Of Guns and Sheep
The boys knew how to stand with pitchforks, neither weapons nor tools
in their hands, but scepters and wands. They could make the
obey.
They were lords of the grass, but I had no way with hay.
An instrument of torture in my hands, injecting splinters into fingers,
straining wrists and elbows, palm skin whitened and curled. My haystacks
were slumped masses, giant bristly amoebas in the dirt. Theirs were perfectly
scooped golden domes, singing of geometry while mine sobbed for shape.
Where I rashed, they tanned. While I hungered and thirsted, they but
chewed on stalks. The day went on like this, roped off and quarantined like
evidence of nostalgia.
I won hands down in all other contests, such as walking down to the
river, stirring a cup of tea, picking up a comic book, waking up, or buying
produce in the street. They could not compete with these deeds, being out
of my league. The girls would not notice them, so long as I was around. I
stank of the pheromone America, the superpower aphrodisiac. Thus I had to
be beat with the
contest.
So they stole sheep when they became men and smuggled them across
the border at night, trading for rifles and grenades. They invite me to come
along when I visit. I decline, of course. And so once again, they win.
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Tim Elhajj

20/20
I am late for work.
In the backseat, my two second-grade kids chatter happily with one
another in Spanish, a language I don’t know. Their cheerful voices make me
feel vaguely uncomfortable, an alien in my own car. I still the impulse to
hush them quiet.
I pick my way through traffic in a light rain, a fog blurring the
surrounding woods. I am out of my element. My wife usually drives the
kids to school while I dash off to work. She found the Spanish immersion
school the kids attend. When she
suggested the children go there, I was
dubious. Why would I want my kids to learn a language I don’t understand?
But the kids have thrived there, finding an intimacy and challenge they might
not have found anywhere else. As usual, my wife was right.
I moved across the country to be with her. Here in the Pacific
Northwest, we’re worlds away from where I grew up. The only Spanish I
heard as a kid came from watching Speedy Gonzales yell, " ¡Andale! ¡Andale!
¡Arriba! ¡Arriba!" in cartoons. I hadn’t even realized that those words
mean: Up! Up! Move! Move!
In the small steel manufacturing town where I spent my youth, the
elementary school taught only English. In the 70s, the bottom dropped out
of steel, leaving rage as the town’s only remaining export.
in my twenties, I picked up enough Spanish to buy drugs in seedy
Philadelphia ghettos, graffiti-covered Manhattan housing projects, or
abandoned tenements up in the Bronx. In the drug bazaars, my friends and
I would roll down our windows and yell for the dealers to come to the car.
Although my friends told me what to say, I felt sophisticated shouting out
the window in Spanish.
"Veinte, veinte!” we hollered.
To me this meant, “Yo, homes. C’mere.” It was sensible, everyday
Spanish for drug dealers, all the foreign language I needed to know.
As we pull to the drop-off curb at school, my kids blast out the back
door. I haven’t been to the projects for many years now. Got sober. Found
work. Started this family.
My kids have forgotten their jackets, which lie on the back seat of the
car. It’s too wet to go to school without a jacket. Rolling down the
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passenger window, I shout, “ Veinte! Veinte!"
Both kids shoot a puzzled glance back at the car.
"Veinte, veinte!" I shout again. Just like back in the day. I think, Come
on, kids. Hurry up. I don’t have all day.
Finally, my son, Aaron, comes back to the window.
"Why are you yelling twenty, Dad?”
"Veinte means twenty?” I ask, with mild wonder.
Aaron nods.
“You sure?” I want to know.
“Yep,” Aaron says.
He sure looks sure.
In my twenties, I shouted "veinte" to say, “I am a white boy in your
neighborhood, and I want to buy drugs.” I shouted "veinte" as if the
incongruity of my presence hadn’t already made my quest apparent. I
shouted "veinte" with gay disregard for what I was doing with my life. I
shouted “veinte" with great joy, for I was about to get high. If there were a
better way to live, I could not imagine it.
Since my twenties, without
intending, I’ve followed the counsel of
Speedy Gonzales: ¡Arriba,!" "Andale!" Move! Up! And though I’ve
doubled in age, moved thousands of miles from home, even cultivated a cute
little paunch to drape over my belt, I still don’t know any Spanish.
I think it’s time I learned.
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Caitlin Horrocks

And Into the Mouth of a Shark
We thought we were going to a funhouse. That’s what the guidebook
said, a funhouse where a little train would motor us past dioramas of the
Wild West, Space, Christmas, the Age of Dinosaurs, and into the Mouth of a
Shark. We hailed a taxi and pointed to the park on a map. The only words
we knew were “hello” and “thank you,” and we said them preventatively,
hopefully, as we pointed: Here. Thank you? Thank you. Here.
At People’s Park, we circled a lake, fishermen, a twelve-piece band, and
three hundred people dancing. It was humid and bright that
in a
polluted city where, our hosts had told us, the sun almost never shone.
We spoke with a gleaming black bird who knew more Chinese than
did. Ni hao, we greeted him. Ni hao, he
with his delicate orange beak.
The day’s newspapers were splayed open, sandwiched like moths between
glass plates in special pavilions. In a corner of the park, we found a gateway
with a set of cement steps leading underground, posters of space, of a
monorail. We paid our money and descended.
The deserted air raid tunnels stretched in front of us. The walls were
painted intestinal pink and curved us further and further underground. It
grew cold and whisperingly damp, the cellaric bowels of the sunny park. We
had expected a train platform, a ticket taker. We turned every corner hoping
for them. Space. Christmas. The Age of Dinosaurs. In one corridor, we
found a dirty mattress and an empty display case. In another, broken arcade
games and shattered glass. Our footsteps echoed.
bent mop stuck in the
net of an old basketball hoop.
doorway leading into blackness. We stared
and saw shapes whirring in the dark.
We walked on and collided with two gaping mannequin heads, impaled
on poles, rotating in a scraping mechanized circle. More heads leapt, bloody
saws and dismembered victims and flailing animatronic monsters. We ran,
adding to the screaming on a crackling amplified soundtrack, until we turned
a corner into silence and stood gasping in the glow of a single red bulb. We
surrendered, bolted back the way we’d come until we burst into the light and
fell past the ticket takers. They were watching a tiny black-and-white
television, and we imagined, as we escaped, that we would see our own
screaming faces on the monitor.
Above ground, the hundreds of dancers swirled past us.
woman sang
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karaoke folk songs. Lovers paddled in boats. A man sang earnest Chinese
opera. People fed koi, the greedy fish rising from the water in a solid roil.
Three foreigners stood gasping and confused and vaguely betrayed, our
guidebook another failed way to make sense of where we were.
We found another gateway, music shouting from underground speakers,
posters of Donald Duck and a group of women holding a giant snake. We
can’t give up now, we thought. Maybe this is it. And it was, if “it” meant
not the mouth of a shark but a urine-soaked monkey chained to a chair
screaming while a nearly-naked woman danced with a snake in a Plexiglas
cage, a man in a pink plastic kiddie chair straining forward.
We fled to the overworld. Did everyone know, we wondered, the
dancing couples, the boating lovers, the tea drinkers, the fish feeders, the
talking bird? Did they know what was happening in the tunnels beneath
their feet? They must. Surely it was only a mystery to us because
were
who we were, strangers here. Because we depended on columns of
transliterations and outdated admission prices.
We circled the park a final time, wincing and suspicious: they must all
have noticed, we thought, have wondered what
wanted from the horror
from the caged stripper. People stared but only like they always stared;
we plodded through the dancers, mute and uncomprehending and with the
wrong faces and bodies and clothes and hair—we were already so foreign, so
clueless, so unnecessary. What more could we get wrong than ourselves?
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Lavonne J. Adams

Bedroom, Abiquiu
Georgia, so much has remained the same
that I expect you to
exhausted into the room,

to drop onto the white coverlet of your narrow bed,
hands clasped above your own pelvic bones.

The walls are your favorite gray, dirt imported
from a hundred miles away for adobe
just this shade. Around you, a gathering
of what you love: rocks along each windowsill,

as if the sky were little more than a river run dry.
One by one your friends have left behind
the relics of their lives, and even you are not immune
from nature at its capricious worst—loss of your breasts,

loss of your sight. In this moment nature renders dark,
a bronze hand of Buddha perpetually gestures
“Fear not.” Yet you would say that only this is fact:
the longer we live, the more we have to lose.
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Lavonne J. Adams

Cow’s Skull
Each day we weave our bodies through air,
grind down a bit of earth beneath us,
fill our mouths with the juice of words
that don’t matter, tie each grief
to our spines like sinkers on a
Study a flower long enough and it will reveal
itself in a language of color and shape,
each shade vibrating like violin’s string.
Heavy with the weight of muscle and sinew,
animals are more reticent, hide inside
skin and fur. But long after movement
ceases, when it seems that nothing is
left, look again. Bones
like footprints,
like fossils, like bugs held in amber.
They imply certain stories:
a jaw that unhinged whenever
water was found, two half-dollars
of darkness that no longer stare back,
the empty cathedral of the skull.
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Christopher Tozier

The Shell Mall
Fort Myers, Florida, 1977

From the rubbish outside,
I pocket the interior
slick pink twist of a conch shell,
its mathematical impossibility
rubbed down to mere equation,
now thrown out for its imperfection.
The heart must be made of this

enameled glass,
this flawed concentricity.
Inside, hundreds of old women with hats pick
through bins of dried pufferfish,
expensive red angel wings,
cool moonshells,
augers, netrites, cowries
and deadly fire cones;
the soft animals
knifed through
and scooped back to the Indonesian water,
stripped entirely of their art.
It must be done this way, cruelly,
or else the shoppers must accept the surf-pounded edges
and the bored suck-holes from predators,
the cracks, the dun finish
that comes from being humane.
Only by pulling life too soon
from its quick pearly spirals,
do we allow its perfection,
opal throats, aubergines, favriles,
some little thing after death that remains
remarkable.
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John Brandon

The Charts
When Curt woke up, he hurried to the kitchen table. Napping was on
the LAZY chart. The punishment was driving a great distance, through
boredom and fatigue and the hypnosis of the yellow
The punishment
for napping was staying awake. He’d slept for twenty minutes,
sitting up, but a nap was a nap. Curt didn’t have to be back at the plant
until eleven the next night, so he had time to do this punishment right.
Missing work was on the chart labeled IRRESPONSIBLE.
Curt had drawn up his charts after nearly killing a girl in Missouri. In
the weeks following the incident, in order to read about the girl in The Daily
Girardeaun, Curt had driven to a huge bookstore in the next county that
sold undercooked brownies and thousands of
He’d been relieved the
girl pulled through, but disappointed she thought his name was Kirk. She
described Curt to the police, and they dispersed a sketch that was a thick
neck, bushy-eyebrow version of him. Curt was wanted—not very badly, it
seemed.
Curt proceeded to the rear of the store, where photographs were taken.
He would send his brother an 8x10 of his portrait, along with a handwritten
letter, as he did each month. Neglecting to do so was on the BAD SIBLING
chart, while primping his hair or dressing up for the pictures was on the
VANITY chart.
Betsy, the picture lady, wasn’t there. Instead, a bothered woman with
frizzy blond hair stood behind the desk, squeezing a phone. The people
waiting were huffy. The blond woman put the phone down, and it rang
again. The lady at the head of the line, whose posture upheld a neat gray
suit, sighed and looked around for sympathy.
Curt waited and waited, and then an Asian family who had an
appointment showed up. Curt signed up to go after them. He wandered
the store, figuring how long his trip would take, making sure he’d be back in
time for work. Something in him
light, felt grateful to have finally
broken a rule and gotten this opportunity for discipline. He flipped through
magazines, learning about the beliefs of movie stars. One magazine had a
story about a string of forest fires that had been set in the Southeast. It
occurred to Curt that never in his life had he enjoyed a magazine. There
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wasn’t one that was for him. His brother had once told him, “Not reading at
all is better than reading casually.” Steven
for these remarks. He was an
artist. He thought up about one idea a year, and this seemed to be enough.
Curt had seen one of his brother’s exhibits once. It was a room full of
objects made out of insect wings, and there was an actor in the room. The
actor sat there feeding butterflies to a big iguana. Curt had heard about
other ones—something involving the shoes of sick children, something where
frogs mated inside teacups. Steven survived on
and grants and
small prizes, and this was charming to people. Being poor, for Curt, meant
he was a loser, while Steven wore his lack of money like a badge of honor.
And Steven did well with girls, another reason Curt disliked him. Curt
had only ever had one girlfriend, a tan soccer player with wide-set eyes. He’d
been sixteen. She went to the big high school in Dumry, the county seat.
Curt had met her at a poetry reading he’d accidentally walked into. While
they were dating, he’d done everything he could to please her but always felt
a step behind. She had a nice car and knew a lot about the history of rock
music. One day she returned from a three-day trip she’d taken to a big city
and told Curt they’d grown apart. She convinced him that acting mature
about the breakup, coolly moving on with life, was the thing to do.
months before Curt’s nap, he had gone to Cape Girardeau, a river
town on the Eastern border of Missouri, for a hair-metal revival. Warrant
headlined; Vince Neil had a new band; C.C. from Poison. It was a festival of
low grade, with a predictable freak show on a side stage. Curt found a bar
set up under a cluster of pine trees and had a few beers. The bar filled up.
Guys in ball caps bought drinks for the pale girls. The girls talked with their
hands and nodded. One girl was alone, holding a beer with two hands,
staring at a darkening field. She wore a man’s dress shirt and had a stud in
her tongue, which she tapped with her finger. Curt finished his beer and
ordered another, then decided he could go talk to the girl. He could go start
a friendly conversation. He approached her with his hand out, and she shook
it. Her name was Lynn. Curt wanted to buy her a blue cocktail some of the
other girls were drinking, but he couldn’t remember what it was called. He
asked Lynn what band she’d come to see, and Lynn chuckled.
“All of them,” she said. “I don’t know why they cut their hair. Can you
have hair-metal without hair?”
Curt thought to say, “Times change.”
“A little bit,” said Lynn. “The number of the year changes.”
Lynn’s mouth was stunning. She had a deep voice, the voice of an old
woman who’d seen everything. Curt wanted to talk to her forever. He
wanted to talk to her about all the places they could go, all the states he’d
never been to.
“How old are you?” Curt asked her.
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“I’m getting up there,” she said.
A wind blew through the bar, colder than anyone expected. A couple
guys gave their coats over to the girls they were with. Curt didn’t have a
coat.
“Walk me back by the stage?” Lynn offered.
They strolled through a forest area with little underbrush. Lynn said she
went to junior college for ceramics and worked at a movie theater in an
outlet mall. She lived with her older sister who was a social worker. The
sister’s husband, a water-skiing instructor, never stayed home more than a
week. He spent a lot of time at a big lake in Arizona. Curt said that was
wrong. He lied and told Lynn the reason he worked nights was because his
brother Steven was handicapped and needed a lot of help during the day.
Curt tried to make something out of the fact that he and Lynn had both
attended junior college, but she was unimpressed. When he finished his beer,
he didn’t throw his cup on the ground. He was drunk, he supposed. Lynn’s
beer was almost full still.
You seem too young for this music,” Curt said.
“I am.” Lynn squinted. “Too young to enjoy it, anyway.”
“You’d like it if you grew up with it.”
“I don’t like anything I grew up with.”
Curt stared at her.
“I came here with my friends,” she said. “They came because nothing
happens in this town.”
“You know, lots of things people call a fad, it’s really the opposite.
Calling it a fad is a fad. You should remember that.”
They walked, Curt trying to feel that it was natural he was spending time
with this woman, that it was no big deal, a casual and fun time, but his ears
were burning with nerves. The air was souring. He noticed Lynn was
veering their path back toward the crowds. She’d probably, that quickly,
realized she didn’t like Curt.
“I like your tongue ring,” he told her. “It really picks up light.”
“I’m going to take it out.” Her voice had softened. It wasn’t an old
lady’s anymore. She looked sidelong at Curt. “I got it because a girl that
looked just like me had one, and hers looked good.”
“Your boyfriend like it?”
“I hope so. He paid for it.”
Curt was sure Lynn had checked out on him. He wasn’t her type. He
wasn’t anyone’s type. Blood roiled in his brain. Lynn probably didn’t have a
boyfriend. She was lying. If she did have a boyfriend, Curt could picture the
guy. He would wear the correct type of sunglasses and would always be on
the phone with someone. He would listen to music where guys with beards
whispered about being misunderstood. Lynn’s boyfriend, if he existed,
owned a bunch of scarves.
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“What kind of person do you think your boyfriend is?” Curt asked.
“I don’t know what you mean.”
“He cheats on you. That’s what I mean.”
Lynn’s face was defiant, but she didn’t say anything.
“Sorry to break it to you.”
“How the fuck would you know?”
“Girls like you get protected. Everybody says, 'She’s so spunky. She’s a
spitfire.’ You got a boyfriend, but you’ll go on walks with anybody who
asks.”
“I asked you to go for a walk.”
“I’m explaining this as a favor.” Curt felt dizzy. He was unhinged, and
there was nothing he could do about it. “Your boyfriend cheats on you, and
if I was him, I’d do the
thing.”
Lynn’s eyes swelled with fear. She dropped her cup, the beer splashing
up out of it, and headed toward a clump of people a football field away. “I’ll
find my way,” she said.
Curt crunched his cup into a disc and tossed it. “Are you
of some
honest conversation?” he asked. “Let’s talk about
problems.”
That was all Lynn was going to say. She was walking as if it were
ise, getting away from Curt, until he grabbed her arm and jerked her to
a stop. Her
arm was skinny but somehow
hell?
walk,soft. There was nothing to her.
Her flesh was like a peach’s.
“What the
” She squirmed out of his grasp and took a step to run,
sit,
but Curt got her around the waist, gathering her in like a straightjacket. Her
face was alive now. She wasn’t cool like before. Her scream came out all air,
and Curt covered her mouth and put her on the ground. She didn’t try and
bite him. She huffed through her nose and blinked hard. Curt let her
mouth free, and she didn’t scream. She wasn’t going to panic, Curt could
see. She was going to try and handle this crisis.
“I like you,” she said. “We took a fun
but now my ride’s leaving,
and I have to go find it.”
“They won’t leave without you.”
“No shit, they’ll search the place for me.”
“Just
Lynn. This is
favorite part of the day, when you know
night is finally coming.”
“Yeah, it’s called dusk.”
Curt looked at Lynn, at the soft spots behind her ears. “That’s all
anyone wants to be anymore,” he said. “A smart-ass.”
Curt released Lynn except for her hand. She sat cross-legged, her face
stony.
“The breeze is nice,” Curt said.
He rubbed her hand. There was polish on all but one of the nails. He
asked why, but she wouldn’t answer. She pulled a cigarette from the pocket
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of her shirt and lit it, then blew smoke straight out in front of her. Curt
didn’t know what to say. He’d already screwed all of this up. He was doing
something that was wrong, and he at least wanted it to be worthwhile. He
tried to think of more conversation topics and drew a blank. He felt he was
watching himself from above, hearing the echoes of his thoughts.
A woman’s worn laugh came from somewhere behind them. Curt
snatched the cigarette from Lynn and put it out, covering her mouth again.
He held her close. There was a man’s voice, too. Curt pulled Lynn behind
some bushes gathered at the base of a pine tree and waited. Soon the man
and woman were close enough to be heard clearly. “Mike said you said I was
intermittently mature.” “No,” said the man. “Never did I say that.” Lynn
put a burst of energy into kicking at the bushes. There was a moment where
she almost got the upper hand. Curt’s panic was like something stuck in his
throat, something he had to clear in order to breath. He gathered his
leverage and whipped Lynn onto her back. Her head thudded against a root,
a muted but sickening sound. She went heavy under his forearm. She even
looked heavy. Her limp legs looked like
what they were, meat attached
to bones. She was quiet
still, and Curt wished she would squirm. He
didn’t hear the couple for a minute, then they passed close, crunching little
pinecones under their feet, and then they were gone. Curt shook Lynn and
spoke her name. Her breathing was gurgled. There was blood, and Curt
could smell it as well as he could see it. He pulled her eyes open and her
eyeballs bobbed and wheeled. It all felt like it had to be happening to
someone else, to some other people in some other state. Curt rested Lynn’s
head on a wad of damp pine needles and stalked blindly toward the parking
lot, looking down at his hands. There was one tiny smear of blood on Curt’s
left palm. That’s all that marked him.
He took his week of vacation to slump at home, a worthless scumbag,
drinking gallons of milk and sleeping in snatches, the details of the incident
growing and receding in his mind, dreamlike, attached to hollow riffs. The
whole incident had seemed remote as it happened to Curt, and now it
seemed it had occurred in a whole different lifetime. And Curt knew why. It
was because he was too weak to face what he’d done. Curt became aware
that he’d been too indulgent with himself. He had allowed himself to believe
that the world might give a shit about him. The world didn’t owe him a
thing; it didn’t owe him a girl like Lynn. Curt’s indulgences were rampant,
from the way he ate to the way he spent his off hours to the things he
dreamed about, and so he put a system in place. The nap was his first
violation. He now had to drive to the Atlantic Ocean and back, to where
there was nowhere left to drive. He couldn’t give himself a break on the
punishment. There was too much weakness in him.
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***
The land holding the interstate is jarred a crisp, brittle yellow because of
a freeze. The sun magnifies off every surface, its rays getting past Curt’s
visor no matter how he positions it. The muscles of Curt’s upper back knot,
and his armpits
Curt’s hands and feet feel dumb. He sits with correct
posture for a stretch against the vinyl bench seat of his pickup. Southern
Illinois is flat and without vegetation. Only hay. Infrequent trees seem to
have been planted for a joke. There are mile markers and mile markers.
Curt switches from an even interstate to an odd. He keeps mashing his
tongue between his molars, tasting blood. He fills a cup with spit, then
throws the cup out the window, where it
red on the road.
manmade lake separates Illinois from Kentucky. A sign at the crest of
the bridge says Kentucky is the state where education pays. Curt gets a
headache and decides it will be okay to stop for Tylenol. In the convenience
store, he lingers at the magazines. One has flames on the cover. It reads,
GEORGIA AND S. CAROLINA UP IN SMOKE. Curt hopes there will be
something left of South Carolina by the time he gets there. He can’t
imagine the arsonists. He can’t put thoughts in their heads or skin on their
bones. He
water and Tylenol and leaves the store. Kentucky is packed
with cops, which doesn’t matter to Curt because he never breaks the speed
limit.

He’s still in Kentucky when the sun begins to set. He takes off his
watch. He looks in his rearview and the sun keeps ducking and bobbing up
at every hill, like it doesn’t want to give in. Curt has no radio. For much of
the trip, the lack of music has been welcome, so the hours wouldn’t be sliced
into three-minute slivers, but now Curt longs for the singing of a woman, a
woman with no approved language letting her voice ring.
After a flurry of outlet malls, he hits Tennessee. It’s black out. The mile
markers come less often now. Truckers slow in the right lane. Little
waterfalls are frozen, pisscolored. Curt’s tongue is still bleeding. He’s into a
routine of saving up for five minutes, then opening the window and spitting.
Curt drives past what seem like the same mountain and same lake over and
over. A sign says Georgia is glad it’s on Curt’s mind, but Georgia isn’t on
the planned route. His momentum seems too great to stop and figure things
out. And in five minutes, without changing direction, he re-enters
Tennessee. He screams in bursts. The whole point of his trip is to face his
weakness, to make his transgressions immediate, to bring his deeds into
focus, but everything that happens, his every thought, everything he casts his
eyes upon,
more remote than ever. He knows he must be hitting new
moments all the time, but he can’t feel them.
Some breakfast sandwiches Curt ate long ago still
in the upper part of
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his digestive tract. He pulls into a gas station and contemplates throwing up.
It sounds like an ordeal. Instead he buys a forty-four ounce
Pepper, to
wash the sandwiches down, and pushes into North Carolina, watching
daydreams as plodding as a slide show. Curt sees his supervisor at the plant.
His supervisor always greets him enthusiastically, gripping Curt’s shoulder.
Sometimes he
lunch with Curt. He believes the way he treats Curt
makes him a good person, and Curt could kill him for this. And Steven,
acting humble in his practiced way. Steven’s last exhibit was half of a cabin.
The other half was supposed to be up in the woods somewhere, in Alaska. It
wasn’t, though. Steven had told Curt there was a placard at the museum
claiming that the rest of the cabin could be found and used
anyone who
cared to go out in the untamed woods. Steven had never been to Alaska.
He’d never been in
wilderness. It was a trick, a joke. Steven’s life was a
series of practical jokes, while Curt’s was getting more serious by the hour.
Curt sees Lynn, grinning tolerantly. It angers him that the police didn’t put
effort into her case. He isn’t practiced at crime and hadn’t covered his
tracks. Lynn is a noteworthy girl who anyone would be lucky to talk to.
Curt wonders if she will forget him altogether. He wonders why, at the
concert, she’d been sitting alone, why he was right there when she needed
company. He can’t recall why she freaked out on him, can’t remember where
the night went wrong.

Curt’s toes are freezing, soaked with sweat. He takes off his shoes and
socks. The idea of automobiles grows strange. Curt says aloud, “I am in a
metal sitting box mounted above four tires that spin fast enough to move the
sitting box across regions of the country. I am forced to make payments to a
huge company on the off chance my sitting box gets damaged or damages
another sitting box.” Curt tries to think of a song and cannot. He knows no
songs. He skirts a series of soft valleys that run away from the interstate, and
he looks down into each, drifting off the pavement.
The
markers stop. Curt has gotten himself onto an unapproved
road. He pulls onto the shoulder to relieve himself. The trees begin far from
the pavement, beyond a hundred yards of
that’s sharp under Curt’s bare
feet. If he looks away from the trees, it sounds like they’re in flames. When
he looks back, the noise stops. He wonders if this is a trick of the wind or if
he’s near the fire. It’s the wee hours. There’s a moon
casting a pall on
Curt. He unzips and shudders, spits red. He is still pissing when he turns his
head and sees a police car back in front of his pickup. The cop’s interior light
is on. The cop looks like a bar of
and patiently stares at Curt, who
decides to keep wetting down the brambles until his body is comfortable. The
cop calls to him, but Curt faces the woods and doesn’t respond. He hears the
cop’s door shut. The guy keeps trying to get his attention, creeping closer.
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“Everything okay, pal?” he says. “I need to see what you’re doing
there.”
Curt is nearly finished.
“That your truck?”
The cop asks to see his hands. Curt knows that explaining anything is
pointless. The cop won’t care that Curt hasn’t sped once his entire trip. The
cop won’t understand that the whole point of the trip is to keep Curt in line.
“Relax,” the cop tells him.
“I guess this isn’t an approved spot to go to the bathroom,” Curt says.
“I guess by emptying
bladder I’m breaking a bunch of laws.”
“Nobody’s saying that. Nobody’s saying anything.”
“I bet you’re fully approved to hassle people.”
The wind blows the cop’s smell over Curt—lather and sugar. He
wonders if a gun is drawn on him. Curt hopes the cop thinks he’s one of the
arsonists. He hopes the cop is thinking he hit the jackpot.
“I’ve done something a lot worse than pissing in the open air,” Curt
says.
“That’s okay,” the cop says. “Go ahead and zip up and we’ll talk it
over.”
Curt does so. He zips his pants. He can’t bear to look at the cop, can’t
bear to turn around. He wants to do something courageous. He wants to
do something difficult and obviously right. He’s never known what that
might be. He wants to find the fire and burn in it. He wants to hurt
someone who has it coming. Or maybe he doesn’t want to do anything.
Maybe he just wants to go to jail. Maybe he’ll let this cop decide what to do
with him and whatever the cop decides will be the best thing.
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Barry Hannah

Larry Brown: Passion to Brilliance
When death comes for
him
it should be
ashamed
—Charles

—We both loved Bukowski, the everlasting redundant universal grouch. Fail
again, fail better.

—I can’t remember him ever out of cowboy boots.
—When he got famous and went on tour we discussed his wardrobe. He’d
just shopped and bought some Dockers.

—In Seattle together at a book thing we sat and ate a plate of small, sweet to
larger oysters similar to our Gulf ones. He’ found this restaurant. Tucked
his bib in, face lit up like a baby’s, happy as a clam.

—I think we were both drunk at the Wells’ house. In front of my publisher
Sam Lawrence, Brown hooted and hunched my leg like a dog. The next day
Lawrence offered him a large book contract. There is no storyline here.
Algonquin, home of Shannon Ravenel, who had helped shape Brown
upped the ante and he stayed with her house. I suppose there is a storyline
here.
—I never heard him give a negative blast to another writer. I did hear him
repeat a truly wretched sentence from a writer, and giggle. Very wryly.
Happy in the eyes like a child. Maybe somebody had actually scored
somewhere beneath Brown’s early baldness.
—When Father and Son came out I got an ecstatic call from Kaye Gibbons,
the beautiful Carolina writer, telling me what an act of genius it was. I
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agreed. I was flat out envious. But he had worked so hard and wrought so
much from his beginnings it was impossible not to
happy for Larry,
always.

—He visited my class and told them of a negative review he’d received from
another writer. He was amazed, again like an incredulous boy, very hurt over
what was, he felt, a personal betrayal by a fellow worker. I paid little
attention to
and I was refreshed, really, by his direct honest
humanity.
—He told me and the class that he was disheartened by teaching at the
colleges and summer workshops he was invited to (including our own Ole
Miss). He loved talking about stories well enough but he could not stand
working with those who were not given over totally to writing, as he was.
—More happy face of a boy: He told me he had introduced bigger, faster
growing Florida bass minnows into the pond where he let me fish. I fished
like God’s expert in the following years and caught
one Florida bass
one happy afternoon alone. (Rubber bream minnow with spinner). For that
fish I at last say thanks to my gone pal. He is buried beside his infant
daughter at this pond on family land. You can imagine the bittersweet
emotion from your feet up when I visit this pond and steal from his
hospitality again. (White Rooster Tail, yellow or green beetle spin). Twilight
on the writing cabin, solar powered, he never quite finished.
—Not once did a bad word pass between us. There was no time for that.
You always felt this with Larry, who considered himself a late bloomer, a late
guest at the table.

—You understand the beauty of the town and county libraries and the
exponential reach of a fine bookstore where, as far as I know, almost all of
Brown’s literary education came from. Lucky creatures here in Oxford.
Josephine Haxton (the most excellent broad, nom de plumed Ellen Douglas)
gave him multitudes in the single college course he had. Richard Howorth
was a kind hand early on. Larry found Conrad, Faulkner, O’Connor,
Hemingway and Carver. Brown knew the biographies of writers much better
than anyone I know. The Marines, the firehouse, and life gave him the rest.
He was an early, avid reader, encouraged by his mother, I believe.
—He was not a saint and we should remember that to their wives all men are
garbagemen trying to make a comeback. True also is that in eulogies the
worst people try to stand on the shoulders of the dead in order to levitate
their own dear egos. God knows, I’m trying not to do this.
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—I haven’t been the same
he and my good publisher Sam Lawrence
passed away. I don’t write as well and I write more slowly. Such is his
absence but Brown would want us to crawl past this mood. He did,
hundreds of times. No excuses. Ask his pals Tom Rankin and Jonny Miles,
love
big.first Ask Mark Richard,hell
ce dartists themselves.
likewise.
—His Mississippi hill country brogue was so thick I had to translate Brown
to our French publisher at Gallimard who spoke perfect English. The man
shed tears of exasperation over Brown’s refusal to travel to France, where
books were
He begged me to intercede but it was rough because I
wasn’t his mother. I still miss the trip to Paris he and I might have made
together.

—In the early eighties he showed me stories that were so bad, I’d duck out
the back of the bar when I saw him coming down the walk with the
inevitable manila envelope. I couldn’t stand hurting his feelings. I loved his
sincerity. I didn’t give him a cold prayer in
as to a future in literature.
When he published in Harley Davidson’s Easy Rider, a story about a galoot,
a sheriff and a marijuana patch, as I recall, I cheered but secretly believed
he’ then peaked out.

—Brown was an example of an élan vital, the creative life force about which
the philosopher Bergson wrote. Animals get better because they want to, not
just to survive. Passion begat brilliance in Larry Brown. I love it. My throat
is raw from teaching the life of Brown to students. Work, work. The
pleasure deeper than fun. It gets good when you turn pro.
—In Texas last year when Larry Wells called about Larry’s passing, I was
having a physical spell and could not fly to his funeral. I’ve never forgiven
myself although my wife Susan represented us. His absence in Oxford is
intolerable to me still. His wife May Annie actually took time to write me
back during the
stunned period of mourning. Her letter and she are
dear to me, even though I see her rarely.
—Two nights after his death a great band in San Marcos dedicated the
night’s performance to him. Such was his reaction to musicians, an untold
amount of whom were his fans.

—At his house I found out his record collection about matched mine.
Crazed
going on here. Thank you for the chance to share these
memories of Larry Brown with you.

—He never asked me for a blurb. A small mountain of creeps have never
known this courtesy which came naturally to him. The publisher or the
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agent asks, always with the intro that the author is an almost rabid fan of
mine. That is correct form, this what God says.
—Once, when he was judging NEA fellowship fiction with George Plimpton,
he came across a strangely familiar piece. Some arrant dufus had plagiarized a
Larry Brown story. Where is this fool? Where is the hooting jail for this
pissant? No doubt a rabid fan of Larry’s, but please. Brown enjoyed it.
Grinning like a kid.
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Writing at San Francisco State University.
Tim Elhajj’s work has appeared in the New York Times, Brevity, and Sweet: a
Literary Confection. As an undergraduate, Tim studied with Alice Sebold
and Louise DeSalvo. He is currently working on “Dopefiend,” a memoir
about forging a relationship with his oldest son. More information about
Tim can be found on his website Present Tense (past imperfect) at
http://telhajj.com.
John C. Evans is currently a visiting professor of English language and
literature at Cheongju University and a doctoral candidate in philosophy at
Chungbuk National University, both located in Cheongju, South Korea. His
stories, essays, and poetry have appeared in over twenty literary journals,
including Square One, Asia Literary Review, and The Truth about the Pact.
“A Postcard from Las Lenas” is excerpted from Death of the Sunbird, a novelin-limbo.

Michael Eilimowicz is an interdisciplinary artist and Midwest transplant who
is based in Vancouver, British Columbia, where he teaches at Simon Fraser
University. He is a recipient of the Illinois Arts Council Media Arts
Fellowship and a Summer Literary Seminar Fellowship, and his writing has
previously appeared in journals such as The Capilano Review, The Dalhousie
Review, Fourteen Hills, Margie (Finalist, Marjorie J. Wilson Award for
Poetry), Gulf Stream, New Plains Review, The Reading Room, Eleven Eleven,
The Comstock Review, New Genre, New Stone Circle, and toliths.
Patrick Michael Finn’s first book, the novella A Martyr for Suzy Kosasovich,
was selected by Tom Barbash as the winner of the 2006 Ruthanne Wiley
Memorial Novella Competition and published by The Cleveland State
University Poetry Center in 2008. His story collection From the Darkness
Right Under Our Feet won the 2009 Hudson Prize and is forthcoming from
Black Lawrence Press, an imprint of Dzanc Books. A winner of the AWP
Intro Award, selected by Benjamin Alfre Saenz, and the 2004 Third Coast
Fiction Prize, judged by Stuart Dybek, Finn’s stories have appeared in
Ploughshares, TriQuarterly, Third Coast, Quarterly West, The Clackamas
Literary Review, Punk Planet, and Houghton Mifflin's The Best American
Mystery Stories 2004. His fiction has also received citations in the 2005
Pushcart Prize volume and The Best American Short Stories 2008.

Robert Long Foreman is from Wheeling, West Virginia. His creative
nonfiction is forthcoming in journals such as Pleiades, the Michigan Quarterly
Review, and North Dakota Quarterly. One of his essays,
published in
The Massachusetts Review, was listed in “Notable Essays” of Best American
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Essays 2008. Other essays have appeared in Alimentum, Under the Sun, and
Harpur Palate.
Frank Gallimore lives and works as a sign language interpreter in Seattle,
Washington. He holds an M.F.A. from Johns Hopkins University and
currently edits Kiss-Fist Magazine. His poetry has appeared in journals such
as Smartish Pace and The Sewanee Theological Review and has been featured
online on Slate and Verse Daily.
Barry Hannah, acclaimed author and beloved director of the M.F.A. in
creative writing program at the University of Mississippi died March 1, 2010,
in Oxford, MS.

John Oliver Hodges lives in Oxford, Mississippi. His photography and
photo-text works have appeared in recent issues of Redivider, Chiron Review,
Trespass Magazine, Shots, Southpaw Journal, and Big Lucks. His fiction will
be appearing in 2010 in The Literary Review, Cream City Review, Echo Ink
Review, Zaum, and elsewhere.
Caitlin Horrocks’s
short story collection, This Is Not Your City, will be
published in 2011 by Sarabande Books. Stories from the collection appear in
THE PEN/O. Henry Prize Stories 2009, The Paris Review, Tin House, and
other journals. She lives in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and teaches at Grand
Valley State University.

Charles Jensen is the author of four collections of poetry, including Living
Things (Thorngate Road, 2006), which won the 2006 Frank O’Hara Chapbook

Award, and The First Risk (Lethe Press, 2009). He is the past recipient of an
Artist’s Project Grant from the Arizona Commission on the Arts, and his poetry
has appeared in Bloom, Columbia Poetry Review, Copper Nickel, The Journal,
New England Review, spork, and West Branch. He is the founding editor of the
online poetry magazine LOCUSPOINT. He serves as director of The Writer's
Center and is active in his local
community by serving on the Board of
Directors of the Arts and Humanities Council of Montgomery County and on
the Emerging Advocates Steering Committee of Maryland Citizens for the Arts.
He lives in the metropolitan Washington, DC area.
Carrie Jerrell was born in Petersburg, Indiana, in 1976. She received her
M.A. from the Writing Seminars at Johns Hopkins University and her Ph.D.
from Texas Tech
A three-time Pushcart Prize nominee, she is an
assistant professor of English at Murray State University in Murray, Kentucky,
and serves as the poetry editor for Iron Horse Literary Review.
Joshua Kopit enjoys salvaging junk and old books and turning them into
collages. He also does illustration and has done work on album covers,
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posters, and comics. His newest interest is making jewelry. He currently
resides in New Paltz, New York. More information can be found at
fromthecrowsnest-jk.blogspot.com and fromthecrowsnest.etsy.com.
Jackson Lassiter shares his Washington, DC home with his long time
partner, a devilish cat, and the blind shih tzu. His work has appeared in Sin
Fronteras, Apocalypse Literary Art Magazine, Front Range Review, South Loop
Review, Silver Boomers, Bylines, Heartland Review, Gay City Volumes One and
Two, Harrington Gay Men's Literary Quarterly, and elsewhere. He also has a
significant online presence (Google him). Lassiter estimates that he has

walked the fourteen-year-old dog around the
block 10,220 times for a
total of 2555 hours. Writing about the experience was inevitable.
Dimetra Makris was born and raised in Illinois and now lives in Amherst,
Massachusetts. Her non-fiction books include First Prize Quilts (Holiday
House, 1985) and Delicious Quick Breads & Muffins (Ballantine Books, 1986).
She has received awards for short stories and poetry from The New England
Writers, The Newport Review, Calliope, and The Illinois State Poetry Society.
Currently she is working on two books: When Best Friends Grieve: Dogs and
Their Loss and a collection of stories about her Greek-American heritage.
Derek Mong is the 2008-2010 Axton Fellow in Poetry at the University of
Louisville. His awards include a Jay C. and Ruth Halls Poetry Fellowship,
The Missouri Review's Jeffrey E. Smith Editors’ Choice Prize, Alehouse's
Happy Hour Poetry Award, and two Hopwood awards. New poetry and
translations
be found in Lumberyard, Lo-Ball, Artful Dodge, River and
Sound Review (online), and 101 Contemporary Odes (C & R Press, 2009).
His first book will be published by Saturnalia Books in 20
He is currently

translating the Russian poet Maxim Amelin with his wife, Anne O. Fisher. To
read more, visit www.derekmong.com.
Sean Nevin is the author of Oblivio Gate (Southern Illinois University Press,
2008) and A House at Falls (Slapering Hol Press, 2005). He is editor of
22Across: A Review of Young Writers and director of Arizona State University’s
Young Writers Program. His honors include a Literature Fellowship in Poetry
from the National Endowment for the Arts, the Robinson Jeffers Tor House
Prize for Poetry, and two fellowships from the Arizona Commission on the
Arts. His poetry has appeared in numerous journals, including The Gettysburg
Review, North American Review, and JAMA.

book, the short story collection In The Walled City
(University of Pittsburgh Press, 1993), won the 1993 Drue Heinz Literature
Prize, and his first novel, Snow Angels (Doubleday, 1994), won the Pirate’s
Alley Faulkner Prize for the Novel. In 1996, Granta named him one of
Stewart O’Nan’s
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America’s Best Young Novelists. A prolific writer, O’Nan has written twelve
novels and two nonfiction books, including a chronicle of the Boston Red
Sox’s 2004 season co-written with Stephen
His most recent novel is
Songs for the Missing (Viking, 2008).
Jon Palzer is an assistant professor of English at Finger
Community
College in upstate New York where he has taught literature and writing
since 2001.
recipient of the Thomas McGrath Award of the Academy of
American Poets, he has studied creative writing at several universities,

including the M.F.A. program at the University of Arkansas. His work has
been anthologized in The Dire Elegies: 59 Poets on the Endangered Species of
North America (FootHills Publishing, 2006). He lives in Canandaigua,
New York.
Jack Pendarvis is the author of Awesome (on the San Francisco
Chronicle’s 50-best fiction list, 2008), Your Body is Changing
(Entertainment Weekly raves “B+!”), The Mysterious Secret of the Valuable
Treasure (featured on NPR’s “You Must Read This”), and Shut UP, UGLY
(forthcoming). He also writes columns in each and every issue of The
Believer and Oxford American.
Erin Elizabeth Smith is the author of The Pear of Being Found (Three
Candles Press, 2008) and managing editor of Stirring and the Best of the Net
Anthology. Her poems have appeared or
forthcoming in numerous
journals, including New Delta Review. Specs, Cimarron Review. The Pinch.
and RHINO. She currently teaches literature and creative writing at the
University of Tennessee.
Christopher Tozier happily lives deep in the sand pine scrub between Paisley
and Cassia, Florida. His poems have appeared in journals such as Tampa
Review. Fifth Wednesday Journal. The Literary Review. Cream City Review.
The Florida Review. Maryland Poetry Review, and The Wisconsin Review. He
graduated from the University of Wisconsin-Madison Creative Writing and
English program.
Sue Williams is a British writer living near Boston, Massachusetts, who
works as an assistant editor at Narrative. Her fiction has appeared or is
forthcoming in numerous books and magazines, including Narrative, Night
Train, Salamander. Redivider. Gargoyle. Greatest Uncommon Denominator.
Blue Earth Review, and a Hint Fiction anthology to be published by W.W.
Norton. She was a recent winner of the Glimmer Train Best Start award and
the Tonto Books Short Story Contest. She also took
place in
Flashquake's “Less is more” contest. Williams teaches writing courses at
Grub Street and can be found online at http://www.suewilliams.co.uk.
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Jake Adam York is the author of Murder Ballads (Elixir, 2005) and A
Murmuration of Starlings (Southern Illinois University Press, 2008), selected
by Cathy Song for the Crab Orchard Series in Poetry and winner of the 2008
Colorado Book Award in Poetry. He was the 2009 Summer Poet in
Residence at the University of Mississippi. His poems have appeared in The

Southern Review, Shenandoah, Gulf Coast, New Orleans Review, Oxford
American, and The Cincinnati Review. York is an associate professor at the
University of Colorado Denver, where he edits Copper Nickel with his
students and colleagues.
Melissa Scholes Young is a mother, writer, teacher, pathological reader, and
professional juggler in the metaphorical
Her work has been published
in Mothering, Stone’s Throw Magazine, Mused, and Literary Mama. She won
Front Porch Magazine's Best New Nonfiction Writer Contest, received the
Editor's Prize from New Plains Review, and was recently nominated for a
Pushcart Prize. Melissa is currently earning her M.F.A. in fiction from
Southern Illinois University. Her website is http://www.melissasyoung.com.
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